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CHAPTER 5 THE EXPERIMENTAL MAGNETO-OPTICAL TRAP

During this thesis, the largest part of the experimental work was focused on the

design and construction of the MOT setup. Here is a brief outline of the main

elements of our experimental MOT design:

� An octagon vacuum chamber (25 cm diameter by 18 cm wide) was selected to

have vertical clearance for a 10 cm straight fibre below the MOT. The chamber

featured 8 window ports and 2 large side windows for easy optical access to

the MOT. For experiments, all windows were occupied by the laser inputs, the

two cameras and the photo detector.

� The cooling beam setup used six polarisation-maintaining (PM) optical fibres

to provide six independent cooling beams. This choice made the setup and

alignment more complex but also provided the experimenters with freedom to

fine tune the MOT shape, position and launch parameters.

� A few turns anti-Helmholtz coils were built to provide ultrafast magnetic field

decay. Instead of using wires, we used hollow copper tubes to provide a pow-

erful cooling design where water would circulate all through the coils.

� Three Helmholtz pairs of coils were set up around the chamber to take care

of the cancellation of the earth’s magnetic field and other stray fields in the

centre.

� Two cameras were used for observation and imaging of the MOT. One overhead

TV camera provided real-time imaging of the MOT (at 15 fps) for alignment.

For imaging, a triggered CCD photo-camera with a zoom tele-objective was

implemented to capture MOT dynamics during experiments.

� Three independent lasers were used in the experiment to provide four different

frequencies to achieve the tasks of cooling, re-pumping, probing and guiding

the rubidium atoms.

� The cooling and frequency stabilisation loop of the re-pump laser was the most

critical part of the setup. Many experimental schemes were tested but the

best results were obtained with the modulation transfer spectroscopy (MTS)

setup. MTS provided an error signal shifted by 180 MHz from 85Rb cycling

transition. The less stable re-pump laser, a homemade Littrow cavity, was

frequency locked in a Master-Slave configuration to benefit from the better

stability of the commercial laser used for cooling. A complex two-stage servo-

controller implementing a phase-locked feedback loop was used to convert the
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MTS error signal into modulation of the laser pump intensity and the piezo

controller of the external cavity grating for both lasers.

� Ultrafast and stable frequency control and tuning of the cooling and probe

beam was achieved using two acousto-optic modulators (AOMs) in a double-

pass cat-eye interferometer configuration to produce frequency-insensitive beam

alignment.

� An Arduino Mega microcontroller board was used to implement scripts of the

experimental procedures and timing control of the magnetic field current, the

laser cooling, guiding and probing frequencies (through their AOMs) and their

mechanical shutters, as well as the CCD camera trigger.

In the following section and subsections the design and characterisation of the

experimental setup is described. In the second section, the imaging setup, the MOT

characterisation and the experimental results of the atom cloud guidance is pre-

sented.

5.1 Designing and building the MOT

Depending on the experimental goals, there are many ways to build a magneto-

optical trapping system. In this section, we will describe accurately and completely,

how our system was built as well as the interconnections of the subsystems. As

a roadmap for this task, we have represented a schematic build of our system in

Fig. 5.1. Each subsystem (A-H), later identified as stages will be detailed in their

respective subsections to complete the system description of this section, except for

stage H (hollow beam generation and coupling), which will be discussed in the next

chapter.

5.1.1 The vacuum system and Rb source

The UHV vacuum chamber selected for our research program was the Extended

Spherical Octagon chamber by Kimball Physics inc. (model MCF800). It has 8 ×
1.5 inch viewports (windows) and 16× 0.75 inch viewports around the octagon and

2×8 inch windows on each side. The 16 smallest viewports were sealed shut without

windows for economy. The windows were not antireflection coated, although it would

have been ideal to minimize the background light inside the chamber and prevent

specular reflections off the windows, it would also have been a very costly solution.

The inner surface is electro-polished to ensure minimal out-gassing under vacuum.

One of the horizontal viewports is used to attach the long steel vacuum arm tube

that contained the indirect rubidium source (an oven getter), the ion pump, the
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Figure 5.1: Schematic of the MOT system built in Frequency Standards and Metrol-

ogy labs at University of Western Australia. Arrows indicates the flow of photons,

electrical currents and data. Lines in red (black) represent optical (electrical) in-

terconnections. Functional stages of operations are labeled A-H and their internal

components will be illustrated by a figure in the following subsections.

optionally attached mechanical pump and the fibre and optics that deliver the re-

pump beam. The chamber, the vacuum pump arm and the beam delivery structures

are illustrated in the CAD drawing of Fig. 5.2. The mounted large beam fibre

collimator, the 2× telescope and the quarter wave plate are all attached together

to the chamber viewports in a typical cage-mount construction. The two copper

wires sticking out of the vacuum arm are the power terminals that will deliver the

electrical current in the feed through component holding the Rb getter oven (the

atom source). The second getter oven through a smaller viewport is not represented

in this drawing.

Prior to the first vacuum, all the parts involved in sealing the joints: silver plated

copper gaskets, silver plated screws and flanges were cleaned in an ultrasonic bath.

The 4-step cleaning procedure involved taking each part into consecutive ultrasonic

baths of soapy water, distilled water, acetone and methanol for 15 minutes each. The

parts were then jet-dried out of the final bath to prevent drying white marks. Flanges

with and without windows were attached to the octagon following a procedure to

ensure that the screws were evenly tightened.

The primary vacuum of 10−5 Torr is obtained using a turbomolecular pump

backed with a mechanical oil pump. This vacuum is then followed by a bake-out

procedure that consists of using a radiative element heater and wrapping the vac-

uum system in foil to maintain a temperature > 50°C for 4-5 days. During the
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Figure 5.2: CAD drawing of the assembled UHV chamber. The two 1.5” dia. posts

supporting the chamber on the optical table are shown. The cage-mounted colli-

mated beam delivery optics is composed of a large diameter fibre collimator mount

followed by a 2× telescope and a quarterwave plate. The long steel tube fixed hori-

zontally is the vacuum arm to which the turbo and ion pump are connected. The 2

copper wires sticking out are the power terminals for the Rb getter oven.

bake-out, a gas spectrometer (Stanford Research System RGA) is attached to the

system to keep track of the out-gassing of the parts. The bake-out is stopped when

the vacuum pressure is dominated by hydrogen while oxygen and nitrogen leaks are

an order of magnitude below. After system cool down, the turbo pump is pulled out

and the ion pump is activated.

The ultrahigh vacuum is maintained by a 20 litres/sec Duniway Triode Vacion

pump (IPC-0065) running continuously to maintain a vacuum of 10−8 Torr or less

before Rb is introduced in the system. The pressure gauge (Duniway) minimum

was 10−8 Torr so the overall pressure in the system could be even slightly less when

the needle is at the bottom of the dial. The ion pump was wrapped with heating

tape around it to maintain its temperature above 35°C in order to prevent Rb from

condensing in the pump. Figure 5.3 shows a photo of the octagon chamber when

the desired vacuum was reached.
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Figure 5.3: Octagon Chamber under ultrahigh vacuum mounted on the optical table.

The Rb atom source was an alkali metal dispenser (getter oven made by SAES

Getters inc.). The getter is a small 2 cm long reservoir containing a few milligrams

of Rb/Alkali blocked over its length by a fine diameter wire. When heated through

by AC or DC current, the wire cracks open the reservoir and provides heat to the

reduction reaction to release pure alkali atoms in the chamber. When the wire cools

down, the reservoir is sealed again preventing out-gassing of atoms/molecules to the

vacuum. The ovens are spot welded to the feed-through part providing current.

Initially all Rb was absorbed by the walls of the vacuum arm and chamber. It

took one week running the dispenser at 3.5 A before Rb made its way into the main

chamber and was able to build sufficient pressure to observe its fluorescence with a

laser on-resonance. Since breaking the vacuum requires considerable time and effort

to repump the environment to a high vacuum, 3 getter ovens were installed: one

indirect source with a double-oven in the vacuum arm and a backup direct single

oven feed-through in one of the smaller 0.75 inch viewports of the octagon. We

preferred the indirect source to ensure that all background atoms in the chamber

are close to room temperature and the MOT is not exposed to a stream of high

velocity Rb.

5.1.2 The lasers systems

In order to produce and operate the MOT, three different laser frequencies are

used for cooling, repumping and probing/guiding/imaging the atoms. First, some-

what uncollimated 150 mW of light was generated with an external cavity grating in

conjunction with a narrow linewidth semiconductor laser (Sacher Lasertechnik) at

780.24 nm. In order to achieve the required stability, the laser pump intensity and
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the grating were actively stabilized, to electrically generate an error signal obtained

from a spectroscopic setup using a Rb gas cell, frequency offset by 180 MHz. Details

are provided in sections 5.1.5 to 5.1.7. The laser was de-tuned slightly to the red of

resonance, close to its true cycling transition (−186 MHz), using a double-pass AOM

in a cat-eye interferometer configuration. An external isolator was used, which let

out around 80 mW partly because of beam clipping at the input and output despite

attempts to collimate the beam with two cylindrical lenses. From this laser, about

3 mW was diverted to probe the atom cloud. Its frequency was tuned independently

using a second AOM cat-eye interferometer.

The second frequency source was a “homebuilt” semiconductor laser diode with a

typical external Littrow cavity design. The design was similar to the ones published

by MacAdam et al. [103] and Hawthorn et al. [134]. The Toshiba diode produced

50 mW at 785 nm but was cooled down with a thermoelectric cooler (TEC) to around

17°C to generate 780.24 nm radiation. The back plate was also held slightly warmer

(23°C) than ambient (20°C). Both were actively stabilized by TECs controlled in

a PID-based temperature servo. Additional temperature and sound isolation was

achieved by putting the laser in double-insulated wooden boxes sitting on a vibration

damping base layer (Sorbothane). Still, this repumping laser was affected by stability

issues when operated independently and found that the best solution was to lock

it against the frequency stabilized signal from the Sacher (cooling) beam. The re-

pump resonance was obtained through an electronic offset of the error signal. More

details about the repump laser frequency stabilisation and offset are given in the

slave lock section 5.1.6.

The third laser was a fibre-coupled Ti:Sapphire narrow linewidth single mode

laser (Coherent MBR 110). It served mainly as the guiding beam, where powers up

to 100 mW were available. Frequency stabilisation and tuning were far less important

than for the previous two lasers because it was used in far-detuned guidance, from

10 to 800 GHz to the blue or red regions of resonance.

5.1.3 Magnet design and characterisation

The large anti-Helmholtz coils

Large anti-Helmholtz coils were built with a radius corresponding to the large

observation windows of the vacuum chamber so that they were as unobtrusive as

possible. Custom aluminium mounts were designed and fabricated at the UWA

workshop to mount both coils orthogonally and optimally aligned with the chamber’s

centre. The distance-to-radius ratio to obtain a spherical quadrupole with minimum

distortion is d/R =
√

3 ∼= 1.73 [96], where d is the distance between the two coils

and R is the radius of the coil. Our coils had an average radius of 112 mm and
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Table 5.1: Magnetic field produced for each coil as a function of current. The average

power dissipated by the two coils together is also calculated.

Current (A) B - Coil 1 (G) B - Coil 2 (G) Coils power dissipation (W)

10 11.4 11.3 12

20 23.6 23.3 44

30 36.3 35.9 122

40 50.6 49.7 178

the total separation (measured from the centre of each coil) was 209 mm, which

results in a d/R = 1.86, as close to the ideal spherical quadrupole condition as we

could obtain given the mechanical constraints of chamber and the coils mounts. One

feature of our design was the use of hollow insulated copper tubes such that they are

optimally water-cooled. This allows to design coils with very low inductance having

just a few tens of turns and which are driven by high currents (50-100 A). They were

fabricated so that each large coil consisted of 21 turns of hollow copper tube with

an inner/outer diameter of 1.5/3.15 mm (3.75 mm with insulated polymer coating).

The total resistance of each coil was 0.0625 Ω at room temperature but it increased

with rising temperatures during their operation.

The coils are supplied with a 600 W programmable DC power supply (Agilent

N5741A) with a maximum output of 100 A at 6 V. The coils were connected in

series to the power supply with heavy duty copper cables (7/1.70, 16 mm2, 76 A

rating) to ensure a constant and equal current through both coils. The maximum

field of each coil was measured independently with a calibrated Teslameter (based

on a Hall Effect probe) and the results are displayed in Table 5.1. The Table

also shows the total power dissipated through both coils. Even with only a slight

difference observed between the two coils, because the position of the zero crossing

point of the magnetic field is a critical parameter to control, it became necessary to

compensate for it. This was achieved using the Helmholtz pair field cancelling coils

in-line with the large coils.

Large coils field modelling

The coils can be easily modelled in the anti-Helmholtz pair configuration with

their experimental parameters by simply using the short coil formula for each coil

and summing the total magnetic field in space along the z-axis:

B(z) =
µ0

4π

NiIB2πR2

(R2 + z2)3/2
(5.1)
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Where Ni is the number of turns of wire in the electromagnet and IB is the electrical

current driving the coil. The position along the magnetic axis is defined z. From this

formula, the field produced by two coils of opposite current separated by distance d

is modelled. Figure 5.4 shows the field produced by the large anti-Helmholtz coils

described earlier. The magnetic field gradient appears uniform over a large distance

Figure 5.4: Calculated magnetic field produced by the two coils in anti-Helmholtz

configuration, driven at 35 A and separated by 209 mm (solid line). The individual

magnetic field produced by each coil is also shown (dashed line).

but the plot of the gradient of this field (see Fig. 5.5) shows the distortion caused in

the centre by the slightly larger than optimal separation distance of our coils. Still,

the gradient of the field varies by ±1.2% over 10 cm.

The gradient in the centre can also be calculated analytically. Taking the deriva-

tive of the field for two coils separated by distance d at an equal distance from the

centre, we obtain the gradient of the magnetic field in the centre of the chamber:

∇B = 100NiIB
d

R

(
d2

R2
+ 4

)−5/2(
48µ0

R2

)
(5.2)

From the parameters of our coils, we obtain an on-axis gradient of −5.84 G/cm

at 35 A. This driving current is often used in our experiments because it is the

highest driving current that does not require water cooling of the coils and it is

sufficient to produce a robust MOT. The gradient in the perpendicular direction is

−2.92 G/cm because Maxwell’s equation ∇ · B = 0 implies that the gradient in a

plane r perpendicular to the coils’ axis is half the magnitude obtained along the

coils’ axis.
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Figure 5.5: Calculated magnetic field gradient as a function of the position produced

by the two coils driven at 35 A and separated by 209 mm in an anti-Helmholtz

configuration. The gradient of −5.84 Gauss/cm produced is constant over a distance

of 5 cm from either side of the zero crossing point, showing ±1.2% of variation over

this region.

Coils’ inductance and magnetic field decay

In many experiments with the MOT and especially for coupling atoms, it is

necessary to be able to quickly dissipate the magnetic field so that unbalanced decay

between the coils and the eddy currents it generates have as little effect as possible

on the trapped atoms. How quickly the field decays is a function of the current

fall-time, ∆t. However, the inductance produces an EMF kick as a reaction to the

current rate of change:

Vpeak = −L∆IB
∆t

(5.3)

where L is the total inductance of the coils. Hence, the key to having a quick decay

is to handle the back EMF produced with as little resistance as possible.

Thus, having very low inductance coils is necessary for fast decay of the magnetic

field when the current is turned off, which is why our coils were designed with

only 20 turns. Calculating the inductance can be a complicated task for irregular

geometries. No analytical formula exists for calculating the inductance of a coil of

tubular wire and to obtain an accurate value requires numerical calculations with the
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finite element method. However, we can obtain a good approximation by calculating

the inductance of a short coil of round wire with a section equivalent to the section

of the tube:

L = N2
i Rµ0

[
ln

(
8R

a

)
− 2

]
(5.4)

where a is the electrical wire radius. In our approximation, the wire radius is a =√
r2
out − r2

in. Thus, we obtain an inductance of 0.28 mH for each coil and 0.56 mH

for the whole system.

As a simple approach, we first chose to shunt off the coils although this meant

a much slower field decay because there are no elements to dissipate the back EMF

quickly. The programmable Agilent power supply can also suppress the coil current

by shunting a 1 mF capacitor across the power terminals, although it is not designed

for quick decay because a capacitor is too slow compare with a transient voltage

suppressor diode (TVS). This is how the magnetic field was dissipated in all the

experiments for this thesis. Appendix III presents a circuit designed to improve the

magnetic field dissipation.

During MOT operation, the slow decay (of the order of tens of milliseconds)

transfers kinetic energy into the atom cloud during the transition to the optical

molasses stage. It also makes the overall system more sensitive to stray magnetic

fields and alignment of the coils. At its worst, it can accelerate the MOT into a

preferential direction; at best, it only raises the overall temperature by a few µK

over what could have been achieved. To minimize heating, identical coils were built

and a considerable amount of time spent in achieving an optimal alignment.

The decay of the magnetic field across the coils was measured using a calibrated

Teslameter and an oscilloscope to monitor the peak back EMF voltage. Figure 5.6

shows the normalized magnetic field decay for 4 driving currents: 3, 6, 25 and 36 A.

The decay time for the magnetic field to fall to 5% of its value was measured to be

23 ms. The decay time is independent of the driving current and differences were

observed mainly due to the signal being lost in the noise floor when the coils were

driven at lower current values.

Stray magnetic fields cancelling

An important step in obtaining a cold MOT is the ability to cancel any resid-

ual magnetic field that may appear in the centre of the chamber and that is not

sourced by the anti-Helmholtz coils. The stray magnetic fields from the ion pump,

30 cm away, were first evaluated with the Teslameter. Although, a field of 10 G was

measured in contact with the pump, the field magnitude was not detectable by our

Teslameter at this distance at several locations.

A 20 l/s Triode ion pump (Duniway IPC-0065) was used to maintain a high
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Figure 5.6: Decay of the magnetic field produced by the coils driven at 3, 6, 25 and

36 A. The field was measured in the centre of the coil at its maximum magnitude.

Current was shut off by shunting a large capacitor across the power terminals of

the Agilent N5741A power supply. The normalized magnetic field decayed in the

same time regardless of the driving current. Differences are mainly due to variable

noise floor and sensitivity to stray magnetic fields during measurements of very weak

fields.

vacuum. The documentation gives specific values at several distances of the stray

magnetic field from the pump. The centre of our chamber was 25 cm away from the

pump flange and 6 cm above which yield a stray field < 0.1 G in a direction along

the z-axis toward the lasers. In Perth, the magnetic field of the earth (measured in

2010) was 0.58 G with a horizontal orientation almost perpendicular to the z-axis of

the Anti-Helmholtz coils and at an inclination of 66° upwards [135].

The Helmholtz cancelling coils were made of 58 turns of 0.65 mm diameter (22

AWG) insulated copper wire. Each of the six coils were carefully wound to be

identical and a final resistance of 0.66±0.01Ω was obtained for all of them. They

had a radius of 36 mm and a separation of 257 mm. They are very far from the

Helmholtz condition for a uniform field (d/R = 2) which would be impractical to

satisfy given the dimensions of our chamber. With the known parameters of the

fabricated coils, the magnetic field produced by a pair of those coils with a current

of 1 A was calculated. Figure 5.7 shows a maximum field of 9.88 G in the centre of

the coil and 0.42 G in the centre of the chamber. The magnetic field is reasonably

constant around this point showing a variation of less than 5% for up to 1.3 cm away

from the centre (Gradient up to 0.03 G/cm). Given the size of a typical Rb MOT

(< 2 mm across), this uniformity is acceptable. The field in the centre of these coils
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was then measured at room temperature with a Teslameter with a current of 1.0 A

obtaining a maximum magnetic field of 9.4 G, which is in good agreement with the

calculations made earlier at the design stage.

Figure 5.7: Calculated magnetic field and its gradient produced by a pair of coils

in Helmholtz configuration. The field is calculated after the following parameter:

current of 1 A, 58 wire turns, radius of 37 mm and coils distance 257 mm. Maximum

field is 9.88 G and in the centre of the chamber is 0.42 G. The field gradient is null

in the centre.

The six cancelling coils were fixed directly against the chamber in custom de-

signed mounts in the same position and axis as the fibre output ports. Each pair

is connected in series to get the same constant current in both, which are identical

enough to produce an equivalent magnetic field. The cancelling coils setup around

the vacuum chamber are illustrated in Fig. 5.8.

Initially, we cancelled the stray magnetic fields through observation alone. This

means that we produced a MOT and observed it with a TV CCD camera at max-

imum gain, so we could get to 25 fps (real time display). With all cancelling coils

at zero, we shut off the field of the large coils and immediately observed the MOT

moving in a preferential direction. This is the effect of the stray magnetic fields

mainly, although there is some component of dependence on the non-uniform decay

of the magnetic field in the large coils and the alignment of the cooling beams. Then

the current in the pairs and the alignment of the optical beams (to keep the MOT in
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Table 5.2: Driving current (magnetic field produced in the centre) of the Helmholtz

pair of magnetic field cancelling coils in the experiment. These are compared with

current settings that would be necessary to cancel the Earth’s magnetic field in

Perth.

Coils pair Experimental Model

Current (A) Magnetic field (G) Current (A) Magnetic field (G)

Diagonal Trim 1 (M1A, M1B) -0.78 -0.33 -1.3 -0.54

Diagonal Trim 2 (M2A, M2B) 0.68 0.28 0.48 0.20

Horizontal Trim 3 (M3A, M3B) 0.41 0.17 0 0

the centre) are tweaked iteratively until a MOT is obtained that falls with gravity.

However, we can see there are still some remnants of stray fields present because

the MOT decays in a whirlwind-like motion when the fields of the large coils are

shut off. Hence, the currents and magnetic field values are obtained as shown in

Table 5.2. These settings, shown as an example, by using a 35 A current in the large

coils, are dependent on the magnetic field of the coils and on the alignment of the

cooling beams. This is a tell-tale sign that we are not only cancelling static external

stray magnetic fields, but also finding some equilibrium condition valid for the whole

system.

Later, the exact values that would be required to cancel the Earth’s magnetic field

was modelled. The ion pump manufacturer’s specifications gives a stray magnetic

field in the centre of the chamber that is less than 0.1 G Westward so it is negligible

in our model. The two diagonal trims of the vacuum chamber are along the magnetic

North-South axis (see Fig. 5.8), which means there is no residual magnetic field to

cancel in the large coils axis (Trim 3, East-West axis). The earth’s magnetic field was

then decomposed over the diagonals Trim 1 and 2 (respectively 0.54 G and −0.20 G)

and the current settings of the magnetic field cancelling coils were chosen to produce

the opposite field in the centre.

When we tried the modelled values experimentally, we could not get the MOT

to decay neutrally (without translational or spinning motion) during magnetic field

shut down. That demonstrates that the cancelling coils are also compensating for

the uneven decay, temporary stray fields that appear during shutdown and/or un-

balanced forces due to misaligned cooling beams. The cancelling coils are also used

to position the zero-crossing of the magnetic field with the overlap centre of the

beams. When using only the modelled parameters the MOT is severely misaligned

with the cooling beams. The experimental parameters in Table 5.2 gave the best

results.
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Figure 5.8: Cancelling coils setup around the vacuum chamber. When driven with

positive current, Trim 1 (Trim 2) pair generates magnetic field B1 (B2) in the centre.

The Earth’s magnetic field orientation is also displayed 21° upwards from B1 (or 66°

upwards from the horizontal).

5.1.4 Stage G: optical delivery, cooling beam polarisation and alignment

When the cooling beam is frequency stabilised and shifted to the optimal red-

detuning frequency for trapping 85Rb , it is fed into stage G. The goal is to efficiently

couple the laser light into the right polarisation axis of the PM fibres and simultane-

ously distribute the power equally among the outputs of the 6 PM fibres. In order

to achieve this task, the optical delivery stage following Fig. 5.9 was built.

An iris is used to eliminate multiple reflections and secondary beams coming

from the previous stages. A compact 2× telescope (−50 / +100 mm) is used which

expands the beam diameter back to 2 mm and further corrects the collimation. The

beam is divided into 3 equal beams using 3 polarising beam splitters (PBS) in

cascade where the power reflected/transmitted by each is adjusted using the half-

wave plate (HWP) in front of them. With the cooling laser, an initial output power

of 144 mW, 60 mW is obtained at the entrance of stage G. This resulted in 17.5 mW

in each of the three beams and a coupling efficiency around 51% was achieved in

each fibre equipped with an 11 mm collimator (Thorlabs CFC-11x). The 1 × 2,

50/50 PM couplers took care of splitting the 3 input beams into 6 equal optical
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Figure 5.9: Stage G: optical delivery system that takes the input cooling beam

and splits it in 3 equal beams and couples it along the stress axis of polarisation

maintaining fibres. 1×2 PM couplers take care of splitting the 3 inputs into 6 equal

output power cooling beams.

outputs. This yielded output beams of 4.5 mW from each of the 6 fibres mounted

on the octagon chamber. The power could be easily reduced by rotating the neutral

density gradient filter ring inserted just after the 2× telescope, power attenuation is

monitored relative to the transmitted beam power at the end of the 3 PBS.

The cage-mounted optics between the fibre mount and the chamber, as shown in

Fig. 5.2, was an air-spaced doublet collimator (Thorlabs F810APC-780, f=36 mm)

fixed to a kinematic alignment mount, a 2× telescope (25 / 50 mm) to expand

and correct the collimation and a quarter wave plate (QWP) to circularize the

beam polarisation. The output beam was measured at 12.1 mm diameter with a

commercial knife-edge beam profiler (Thorlabs). With this beam, we were able to

deliver optical intensities up to 4.1 mW/cm2 or almost 3 s0 (see Eq. 3.21).

The only difference with the repump beam is that we used a 2.5× telescope to

produce a 15 mm diameter beam and it delivered 5 mW of power. We later tested

with MOTs in several conditions that 0.5 mW was the repump power threshold for

optimal performance.

Polarisation setup and control

To ensure adequate linear polarisation preservation by the fibres, great care was

taken in launching the linearly polarised light into the correct stress axis of the fibres

using a HWP in front of each collimator lens. Although we knew the approximate

stress axis because of the connector key position, we fine-tuned the launch axis by

applying mechanical vibrations in the fibre to test the stability of the guided mode.
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If the beam’s polarisation axis was not coupled parallel or perpendicular with the

stress axis, it was affected by the birefringence induced by curvature in the fibre

that translated into crosstalk between the guided modes.

The output of the polarisation control fibre was then re-collimated, enlarged

and circularised in the right handedness with a QWP using a cage mount fixed to

the chamber viewport. The circularisation was initially set in a separate setup by

moving the whole cage mount to another location on the optical table. A linear

polariser and a detector were installed at the cage mount end. We used the optics

property that an ideally circularised beam would always transmit the same power

regardless of the linear polarisation orientation. By continuously rotating the linear

polariser, the QWP was rotated until the power transmitted was constant. This

technique to align the QWP ensured we had optimal circularly polarised beams.

There are two solutions of QWP angular orientation, each producing either a

right-handed or a left-handed circularly polarised beam. The QWP from Ninja Op-

tics used in the setup didn’t have the axis labelled so it was not possible to determine

the polarisation absolutely. In the MOT setup however, we can inject the current

in the coils in both directions to shift the magnetic field slope so ultimately we

only needed to label our polarisation arbitrarily but consistently. The handedness is

determined by adding a fixed QWP (at any angle) immediately after the correctly

aligned QWP and just checking which of the two possible linear polarisation orien-

tations that comes out. For that purpose we choose the vertical polarisation to be

left-handed and the horizontal one is right-handed.

Each fibre in the radial cooling beams, labelled F1A, F1B, F2A, F2B, was set

to the same left-handed polarisation. Identical circularly polarised beams become

oppositely polarised when counter propagating. The axial cooling beams F3A, F3B

were set to right-handed polarisation. This choice is arbitrary, the only prescription

is that the circular polarisation of axial and radial beams, named after the magnetic

coil geometries, are opposite as defined by the direction of the beam propagation.

To produce a MOT, the magnetic field polarisation required is not known because

of the arbitrary choice of left or right-handed circular polarisation. So when ready

to produce a MOT, both current directions through the coils had to be tested to

find out the correct orientation.

Cooling beams alignment

To align the six circularly polarised beams in counter-propagating pairs, we used

0.8 mm pinholes that can be inserted anywhere in the cage mount. The first pinhole

was mounted in front of the collimator to create a very small centre beam. The

orientation of the beam was then aligned so it goes through the second pinhole
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in the opposing cage-mount. Flooding the chamber with Rb, the overhead and

side cameras were then used to check the alignment and make adjustments to both

alignment and the on-resonance frequency lock (see image from the side camera,

Fig. 5.10 A). The small white spot in the centre of the crossed beams is the axial

cooling beam facing the camera. Figure 5.10 B shows the full size of the cooling

beam relative to the beam with a pinhole. The repump beam was also aligned with

the cooling beams overlap. The pinholes made sure that the cooling beam overlaps

were aligned in the chamber’s geometrical centre.

Figure 5.10: A. Alignment of the cooling beams with a camera replacing one of

the axial beam. The bright white spot is from the pinholed axial beam facing the

camera. B. One of the radial beam pinhole was removed to show the fluorescence

of the 12 mm diameter beam relative to the pinholed beams. The larger and fainter

horizontal beam is the repump.

Unfortunately the perfect alignment with the MOT produced strong interference

amongst the beams leading to a poor and unstable MOT. After re-alignment of the

optical beams and trimming of the magnetic field zero-crossing while reading the

MOT intensity at the photodetector, the largest intensity MOT was found to be

produced by an optimum misalignment. This misalignment created a larger overlap

volume, although each beam was not perfectly balanced by its counter-propagating

beam. This larger capture volume produced the largest MOT but also important

internal currents of atoms, caused by unbalanced forces, resulting in a very hot

ensemble. Our goal being a cold MOT, we settled down to a minimal misalignment,

enough to erase interference to produce a spherical cloud. An image from the top-

view camera, with pin-holed beams, shows the interference-free optical alignment

after optimization with the MOT (see Fig. 5.11) and the resulting MOT shown in

Figure 5.22.
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Figure 5.11: Image from top-view camera of the cooling beam alignment after opti-

mizing with the MOT to eliminate interference and produce an ideal round MOT.

Magnetic field zero-crossing alignment

It is also possible to optically align the zero-crossing of the magnetic field relative

to the beams overlap. The zero-crossing is the position in the magnetic field spatial

gradient where its value is null. Using only the axial or radial beam, a clear dark line

can be observed where the magnetic field zero crosses the beam path. By trimming

the current in one of the large coils or the magnitude of the stray fields with the

cancelling coils, the zero-crossing of the magnetic field can be precisely positioned

in the cooling beam overlap centre. Using the magnetically induced dark line in the

fluorescence (see Fig. 5.12) and alternating between the axial and radial beam lines,

the magnetic field zero was then positioned in the centre of the chamber and the

cooling beam overlap.

Figure 5.12: Optical alignment of the magnetic field zero-crossing inducing a dip in

Rb fluorescence caused by the cooling beam. A. Axial beam B. Radial beams.
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5.1.5 Stages A-B: cooling laser frequency locking and stabilisation

Stage A: modulation transfer spectroscopy

A modulation transfer spectroscopy (MTS) technique was implemented, as in-

troduced in subsection 3.5.7, to produce an ultra-stable frequency lock. The experi-

mental setup we built is illustrated in Fig. 5.13 . The critical component was to set

the correct balance of pump and probe intensity by turning the HWPs in order to

obtain a good MTS signal.

A Novatech DDS was used to generate a 10 MHz sinusoidal modulation signal.

This signal was amplified, fed into a mini-circuit bias-Tee that adds a 12 V bias to

the sine wave. When this biased 10 MHz signal is coupled to a VCO, a 180 MHz

signal is generated with a 0.8 V amplitude at a 10 MHz modulation rate (in order

to separate the MTS signal from the DC signal later). This processed signal is then

used to modulate a double-pass AOM to shift the frequency of the optical signal

(this beam would become the pump). After the double-pass, and the four-wave

mixing process with the probe in the Rb gas cell, the 10 MHz MTS signal has its

atomic spectrum shifted by the carrier frequency shift of the AOM. This is detected

with the ac photodetector at +180 MHz in this case.

Figure 5.13: Stage A: Optical and electrical setup to produce a modulation transfer

spectroscopy (MTS) signal. Red lines are free space optical beam paths. The black

line is an electrical link.

Stage B: frequency lock servo controller

At stage B, shown in Fig. 5.14, the 10 MHz MTS signal is amplified and com-

pared with a 10 MHz LO with an RF mixer in order to extract and demodulate its
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quadrature component. Figure 5.15 shows the MTS spectrum (blue, bottom trace)

and the SAS spectrum (red, top trace) obtained under the same conditions.

Figure 5.14: Stage B: Electrical demodulation processing of the MTS signal into an

error signal used to lock the laser frequency to the fixed frequency offset of rubidium

cycling (cooling) transition. Servo controllers feedback circuits are used to convert

the error signal into pump intensity current and piezo modulations of the cooling

laser.

The error signal is processed by two integrating feedback circuits. A fast 30 kHz

servo loop is designed to control the cooling laser pump current in order to keep

the laser frequency locked relative to 85Rb cycling transition (with an offset of

+180 MHz). The fast loop circuit (New Focus servo controller LB1005) is used to

compensate for high frequency noise, mechanical vibration and acoustic pickup. The

second stage is a slow 20 Hz loop is used to compensate for slow drifts of frequency

like those caused by temperature variations. This second stage was a home-built

servo controller (lockbox) as the bandwidth was too high on the commercial servo.

The servo controller I/O and circuit diagram are presented in Fig. 5.16.

5.1.6 Stages C-D: repump laser “slave configuration” frequency lock

Stage C: heterodyne beatnote generation

Owing to lock stability of the MTS signal, a frequency lock for the repump

laser was built as a frequency offset from the much more stable cooling resonance

frequency. A fast AC photo-detector was used to convert the heterodyne beat signal
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Figure 5.15: Comparative frequency spectrum of the saturated absorption DC signal

(red trace, top) and its MTS signal obtained at 10 MHz (blue trace, bottom).

between the two optical signals (around 384 THz) into a lower frequency electrical

signal. Overlapping both beams into free space in order to get a good beat signal was

challenging and unstable into freespace. To resolve this, the beat note generation

stage was modified in order to use optical fibres and a 2 × 1 fibre coupler. Each

beam was individually coupled into their respective coupling port (see Fig. 5.17)

and waves combined into the fundamental mode of the fibre. A wavemeter was used

with one laser at a time to assist in tuning the laser into the right cavity mode so

they stayed within frequency locking range. The beat note was set to 2.73 GHz,

which corresponds to the repump resonance frequency minus the cooling resonance

(shifted up by +180 MHz).

The stability of the frequency lock was measured by acquiring the data from the

generated beat note on an electrical spectrum analyzer. Figure 5.18 shows the beat

note signal of one acquisition including its two 10 MHz modulation sidebands. Data

was acquired every 10 seconds during 10 minutes. The full-width half-maximum of

the heterodyne beat note is 5 MHz± 0.3 and its average frequency was 2.761 GHz.

The standard deviation of the distribution of its locked frequency was 0.52 MHz.
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A

B

Figure 5.16: A. Inputs/Outputs of our servo controller. B. The circuit purpose is

to produce a small bandwidth, very slow feedback loop that is used to compensate

for slow drifting changes like small temperature variations. The voltage regulator

part was used to immune the circuit to quick voltage spikes caused by other devices

connected on the 15 V rail.

Stage D: frequency lock electronics

This stage was built according to Fig. 5.19 and had the same purpose as stage

B: to demodulate the signal, generate an error signal for the feedback loop that

modulates the laser pump and piezo actuator. The error signal is a signal that goes

through zero at the desired frequency and gives a positive or negative response so

that the current and piezo can be modulated accordingly to bring the laser back to

the desired frequency, often called the lock point. However there is a major difference
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Figure 5.17: Stage C: Setup of optical fibres connections (orange links) used to gen-

erate a heterodyne beating signal around 2.73 GHz between the cooling and repump

laser beams. The copropagating beams are collimated out of the fibre and into an

AC photodetector (red line) acting as an RF mixer.

Figure 5.18: Signal of the heterodyne beatnote at 2.76 GHz generated by the repump

and cooling beams. Modulation sidebands of 10 MHz from either side are also visible.

with Stage B because the signal is modulated around 2.73 GHz instead of 10 MHz.

The difference between the repump and cooling laser transitions is 2.91 GHz [101],

but the frequency of the cooling spectrum is shifted by the MTS stage by +180 MHz,

which reduces the difference between the two signals to 2.73 GHz. An analog circuit

PLL frequency synthesizer card (Analog Devices ADF4108) is used to mix and down

convert the beat note to a frequency in the tens of MHz range. The PLL card needs

a 100 MHz reference to function which was provided by the group’s hydrogen Maser.

The RF through port was sent into a frequency analyser to show the beat note and
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determine from its shape if the laser was stable or if it was close to a mode-hop,

which frequently happened. Using the N-divider output port, one of the sideband

MTS signal was mixed down to 20.1 MHz (N=136) and fed into the RF port of the

mixer. The lock point was determined by the frequency of the function generator

LO. A frequency of 20.1 MHz puts the lock point exactly on the repump transition

resonance and changing that value detunes the lock point to the red or blue part

of the resonance. The IF output of the mixer is the final MTS error signal. A

bandpass filter is used to filter out the main beatnote and the other sideband which

were unused. After the error signal generation the rest of the circuit, with the two

stage integrators, is identical to stage B. The most common cause of the repump for

falling out of frequency lock was caused by the mode-hops of the laser diode.

Figure 5.19: Stage D: Electrical demodulation setup that down converts the beat

signal and processes it into an error signal. A two-stage servo controller is then used

to modulate the pump intensity and the piezo actuator of the repump laser.

5.1.7 Stage E-F: frequency tuning with acousto-optic modulators

Stage E: cooling beam frequency shift back near resonance

Once the cooling laser has been frequency-locked at the AOM offset resonance

transition, we need to tune it back close to resonance, compensating the +180 MHz

shift in frequency, before insertion into the MOT chamber. This was done with an

AOM which had a full-width half maximum tuning bandwidth of 60 MHz centred

at 80 MHz for the first order. It is therefore not possible to frequency shift a beam

by 180 MHz in a single pass, but it can be done in a double-pass. The double-pass

also has the advantage of compensating for the first order deviation which is around

2° for an 80 MHz shift of orders ±1.
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In the optical setup of Fig. 5.20, a cat-eye-interferometer was built which deter-

mines the output beam orientation, after double-passing through the AOM, and is

insensitive to the modulation frequency of the AOM. Before the AOM, a HWP is

used to adjust the power reflected toward the probe beam setup. We characterised

our polarising beam splitter performance and obtained at best 93% transmittance,

5% reflectance and 2% of loss, which is strongly affected by the purity of the polar-

isation of our laser. Hence, with 100 mW of input power, 5 mW was transmitted to

stage F (probe frequency tuning) and the rest was transmitted through a 0.5× tele-

scope, shrinking the beam to a diameter of 1 mm, improving the overall conversion

efficiency of the AOM.

Figure 5.20: Stage E: Optical setup of the AOM cat-eye interferometer that shifts

the cooling beam frequency back to near resonance (3-20 MHz red-detuned) and

distributes the beam into the probe generation stage (before shifting) and the cooling

delivery stage (after shifting).

The AOM was modulated between 93 to 100 MHz and angled to maximize the

power shift into the −1 order. Once optimally aligned, we obtained a first pass

efficiency of 91% and double-pass efficiency of 72%. The double pass through the

aligned QWP rotates the input polarisation by 90° when its fast axis is at 45° of

the input linear polarisation axis. As a result of this rotation, the output beam is

now reflected by the PBS and we obtained 60 mW of light detuned to the cooling

transition between −6 to −20 MHz or more depending on the AOM modulation

which is controlled by the Novatech direct digital synthesizer (DDS) of a desired

frequency signal. The frequency could be shifted in a few microseconds but large

frequency shifts also affected the transmitted power so the design of experiments

had to compensate for this change. By turning off the modulation, the optical

beams could also be shut off quickly but doing so for longer than 50 ms affected the

temperature stability of the AOM after which it required several seconds to get back

to the same power transmitted.

The cat-eye interferometer was built in a cage-mount fixed to a kinematic mount

attached to a single-post holder. Towards the end of the study presented in this
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thesis a new custom-built mechanical mount was designed in the physics workshop to

address instability issues of the post holder mount to improve the overall experiment

reliability through time.

The few mW transmitted through the PBS after the double-pass were directed

back toward the laser cavity. With a single isolator stage, we had to align it optimally

in order to protect the laser from the instability caused by this back injection. It

worked at the limit of acceptability and it was necessary to frequently tune its

alignment to stabilize the laser mode. For this kind of power return, a second

isolator would have been ideal or, a more economical solution; the use of an optical

fibre circulator before stage E would have also improved this system.

Stage F: probe beam generation and frequency tuning

This stage was built similarly, see Fig. 5.21, to the previous stage E, but only

received 5 mW of optical power. The double-pass and DDS control of the AOM

modulation allowed coupling of 2 mW of light on-resonance to the cooling transition

frequency of 85Rb. Control of the probe for direct or shadow imaging often involved

attenuating the power before the fibre collimator using neutral density filters and/or

detuning the probe frequency in order to prevent saturation of the image. Some-

times, when needed for large area direct imaging, more power was diverted from

Stage E to get up to 10 mW in the probe beam.

Figure 5.21: Stage F: Optical setup used to tune the frequency close to or on-

resonance with an AOM and couples the frequency shifted light into an optical fibre

for delivery to the octagon vacuum chamber.
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5.2 MOT imaging and characterisation

5.2.1 Observation and first measurements of the MOT

When the final MOT apparatus including all systems was assembled, obtaining

the first MOT was still challenging. The solution was mainly a combination of having

the circular polarisation of the radial beams orthogonal to that of the axial beams

and producing simultaneously the correct magnetic field polarisation. Figure 5.22

shows the view of the MOT from the top camera. The beams and magnetic field

were aligned to produce the best uniformity MOT while still being cool.

Figure 5.23 shows an unsaturated image of the MOT taken by the JAI CCD

camera with a teleobjective lens (135 mm) on the horizontal plane at 45° off the axis

of the coils. After a calibration process explained in Sec. 5.2.2, the 1/e2 diameter of

this MOT was measured to be 0.89 mm horiz., 1.14 mm vert. with an average size

of 1.01 mm. The MOT size depends on many parameters: the number of atoms, the

light force, the magnetic field gradient and the MOT temperature. We used only a

field gradient of 4 G/cm here, produced by 30 A, which is weak for MOT standards

(up to 20 G/cm), mainly because of limitations by the design of the coils having too

few turns and running too hot with currents above 35 A.

Figure 5.22: Cloud of 85Rb in a MOT taken from top-view with the CCD astro-

camera. The cooling beams and magnetic field were aligned to produce the ideal,

uniform distribution in space.

Calculating the number of atoms in a MOT

Counting atoms in a MOT is accomplished by a calculation from measurements

of the cloud fluorescence, the detector solid angle and the scattering rate of photons.
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Figure 5.23: Unsaturated image of 85Rb MOT taken with a JAI-CVM50 CCD cam-

era from the horizontal plane with a 135 mm teleobjective lens. The 1/e2 diameter

of the MOT was 0.89 mm horiz. by 1.14 mm vert. (Inset) Intensity profile of the

MOT along the dashed line.

Beforehand, the photodetector was cross-calibrated by comparing its reading with

a calibrated power meter in the same intensity range as exposed to in experiments.

The result of this five-point calibration gave a conversion scale C = 0.92µW/V. The

following expression was developed to calculate the number of atoms (NMOT ) and it

will be demonstrated with a typical example from the experimental measurements

of the MOT:

NMOT =
(PMOT − PBG) · C

(γs~ω · Ω/4π)
(5.5)

where the numerator is the differential power (300 - 165 mV) multiplied by the

conversion scale above. The fluorescence of the MOT (PMOT ) captured over the

solid angle of the lens was measured at 124µW. When measuring the partial MOT

radiated intensity (which is the differential intensity, with and without a MOT), one

must be careful to keep the background radiation constant while disabling the MOT.

While keeping all the lasers locked on, turning off the magnetic field was sufficient

to obtain a precise background reading (PBG).

The denominator is composed of two terms. First, the power radiated per atom

is a product of the 6-beam light scattering rate (photons/s·atoms) [93]:

γs =
Γ

2

6I/Is
1 + 6I/Is + 4(δ/Γ)2

(5.6)

and ~ω is the energy per photon (J/photon). The units of the term γs~ω is therefore

in Watts/atom. In the example, we had the intensity for each laser I = 2.22 mW/cm2
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and a detuning δ = −12 MHz, and with the rest of the atomic constants of 85Rb, we

obtained 1.57× 10−12 W/atom.

The second term is the solid angle ratio over the whole space. The solid angle

subtended by a cone of height d and radius r, where d is the lens-MOT distance and

r is the lens aperture radius:

Ωcone = 2π(1− cosθ) (5.7)

where θ = arctan(r/d). In the example, we had a 12.7 mm radius lens and it was at

110 mm from the MOT. So the ratio of the total power detected is 0.33%. Inserting

those results back into Eq. 5.5, we obtained 2.36× 107 atoms in the MOT.

Steck also proposed a different formula [101], based on the same principles but

for use with a CCD camera instead of a calibrated photo detector or power meter.

We found equivalency between these parameters:

Ncounts

texp · ηcount
≡ ∆P · C

~ω
(5.8)

where Ncounts is the integrated number of counts recorded on the CCD chip, texp

is the CCD exposure time, ηcount is the CCD camera efficiency (in counts/photon).

Both terms are a calculation of the photon flux, i.e. the number of photons detected

per unit time over the solid angle of light collected by the detector optics.

A second slight discrepancy of our approach compared to Steck’s analysis is in

the calculation of the solid angle of the light detected [101]:

dΩ =
π

4

(
f

(f/#) · d0

)2

(5.9)

Where f is the focal length of the lens, f/# is the lens f-number = f/D (aperture

diameter), d0 is the lens-object distance. The resulting solid angle calculated with

Steck’s gave the same result as Eq. 5.7.

Observation of a MOT secondary ring

When the MOT is made of a large number of atoms and reaches a certain critical

density, it exhibits a ring of atoms that are ejected from the MOT’s fundamental

mode into a another mode due to the internal pressure of photons fluorescence re-

capture [84]. The system did not have a strong enough magnetic field gradient but

it was possible to produce such a secondary ring mode in the MOT by increasing

the density of the atoms by reducing dynamically the size of the trapped volume.

We started by obtaining a steady state MOT in a very low Rb pressure environ-

ment (several seconds to obtain a full MOT). Then by moving the alignment of

two beams closer, it reduced the MOT trap volume without initially reducing their

trapped atom numbers which expelled some of them into a secondary ring as shown

in Fig. 5.24.
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Figure 5.24: Observation of a MOT secondary ring by reducing the trap volume of

a large MOT.

5.2.2 Cold atoms imaging techniques

When probing room-temperature atoms, as in a Rb vapor cell, the highest fluo-

rescence occurs for a particular isotope ground state when the probe is tuned to the

peak of its Doppler line. For example, for 85Rb F=3 transition, it is at −13 MHz

from its cooling transition frequency.

When the same atoms are cooled to their Doppler temperature or less, the

strongest fluorescence response occurs at the resonance with its cooling transition.

However, the atoms are never probed on resonance because the challenge of imaging

the MOT is to detect the atom cloud without perturbing its position and spatial

distribution. Special care has to be taken to ensure that the effect of the probe on

the atoms is minimal but at the same time be able to detect them, even at lower

densities to at least allow precise thermal expansion measurements.

Depending on the experiment, it is necessary to be able to apply different imaging

techniques to ensure proper detection. Essentially, three imaging schemes were de-

veloped: fluorescence imaging with the six cooling beams, shadow, and fluorescence

imaging using an independent probe beam. Post-processing is applied to produce

differential images where background artefacts were subtracted, the image smoothed

and the pixel colouring scale was modified to enhance contrast.

The common approach in all dynamic measurements during an experiment is to

only expose the atoms to the imaging probe, after a specified delay, for the shortest

time necessary to create an image snapshot. The experiment is then repeated, the

MOT is reconstructed in less than 3 seconds and the probe is triggered with an
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increased delay (usually a few milliseconds later) before capturing a new image.

The motion of the atoms in an experiment is recorded in a video from which each

frame corresponds to a delayed capture of a different “run” of the same experiment.

In all cases, the exposition time of the camera is identical and synchronized with

the probing time.

The cameras and optics

The performance of the imaging system is also intrinsically linked to the camera

used. A CCD sensor was selected mainly because they are low cost and relatively

low-noise devices for imaging low-light exposures compared with similarly priced

CMOS systems. New expensive CMOS cameras can be more sensitive while having

a larger dynamic range but they are also pricier. Over the length of the project,

various cameras were tested with multiple objectives. The image quality was really

good using an Astro-camera with a cooled sensor, as in Fig. 5.12 A, but it was

ultimately too slow for the needs of the experiment.

For the project a JAI-CVM50 industrial CCD camera was mostly used with

a 768 × 576 pixels and a 135 mm teleobjective lens. When focused on the MOT

position at 40 cm, a frame height of 9.0 mm was measured with a ruler imaged at the

same distance and thus, obtained a calibrated scale of 0.016 mm/pixel. The same

camera was also used without a lens for all beam profiling tasks where the scale was

the pixel pitch of the sensor (8.6× 8.3µm/pixel). However, this camera system was

bulky on our table and it was complicated to shape a trigger signal accepted by the

camera; ultimately a smaller and better performing CCD camera was bought for the

purpose.

Toward the end of the project, two CCD cameras (Chameleon series from Point

Grey Inc.) replaced the JAI-CVM50. The sensors were 640 × 480 pixels with a

7.5µm pixel pitch. Chameleon A was set with a 25 mm lens that had a frame

height of 34 mm at the MOT focus (with a calibrated scale of 0.071 mm/pixel).

Chameleon B had a much larger field-of-view with a 6 mm lens; however, MOT sizes

were not measured with it, so it was not necessary to calibrate its scale. Both were

easily triggered using an Arduino Mega I/O microcontroller board.

In all cases, the spontaneous force is an important perturbation factor that must

be managed, and ideally mitigated, by the imaging scheme employed. In the follow-

ing subsections, each imaging scheme will be described.

Fluorescence imaging with cooling beams probe

To measure the MOT temperature, the thermal/ballistic expansion technique

detailed in [92] - Appendix A was applied. The standard configuration of the cooling
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beams, with all three pairs of beams counter propagating with orthogonal polari-

sations, is ideal for minimizing spontaneous forces. By flashing the cooling beams

after a determined expansion time, clear images of the cloud even at lower densities

were captured. For temperature measurements, we determined that probing atoms

by flashing the cooling beams yields the best results because the cloud motion is

mainly within the trap volume, as opposed to atom guidance experiments.

In this imaging technique, the probe timing and control is realized at the AOM

stage which is triggered by the Arduino microcontroller. The imaging protocol starts

by shutting down the current of the cooling beams and magnetic coils simultaneously,

wait for a variable time i (ms), where i is the thermal expansion phase duration for

a particular run of the experiment. During the wait, the beam frequency is shifted

for the imaging probe; after i ms, simultaneously trigger the camera exposure and

flash the cooling beams for the exposure duration (or longer). The frequency of the

cooling beams is shifted closer to resonance in order to minimize the exposure time

and obtain a sharp image. However, probing too close to resonance disturbs the

cloud, regardless of the intensity; better results were obtained by always detuning

further than Γ/2 to the red (−3 MHz).

For reference, the largest MOT produced, but not the coldest, is obtained with

beams around 1 to 2 times the saturation intensity and detuned 2 linewidths to

the red (−12 MHz). The shortest on-off-on cycle duration achieved was 8 ms (see

Sec. 5.2.3) because of internal delays in the system. This delay affects both the min-

imum duration of i (the expansion delay) and the shortest length of the probe flash.

The exposure time is not limited by the length of the probe flash because it is set at

the camera, so in most cases, only the first 150µs of exposure were recorded. The

ideal light force to achieve good fluorescence intensity without excessively heating

the atoms during the camera exposure was to use a detuning no closer than −4 MHz

when the cooling intensity of the each laser beam is set to 3 mW/cm2 (around 2 Isat).

We determined that too much light force is used when there are signs of disturbance

and detuning the probe further fixes these issues. The signs are, for example, the

MOT appearing off-centred or its spatial distribution is changed (its expansion ap-

pears to be non-isotropic, exotic or unbalanced). Still anisotropic expansions are

not uncommon either and are not automatically a sign of disturbance by the probe

but rather of internal dynamics of the cloud, so one must exert caution in selecting

the right amount of light force.

To verify and measure the imaging probe disturbance, interference (if any) with

the cloud natural “dark motion”, a MOT freefall experiment was realized. It con-

sisted of measuring the vertical position of the centre of the expanding atom cloud

in freefall. The position was automatically determined from each image taken by a

2D Gaussian fitted to the data using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm (a more
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robust version of least-squares fitting, especially with noisy images). The horizontal

position was also monitored but there was no shifting. In Fig. 5.25, the equation of

movement of an object falling with g = 9.8 m/s2 (red line) was fitted to the vertical

position as a function of time of the MOT falling (blue dots). A good agreement

was found between the two. This measurement was repeated with the independent

fluorescence probe, described in the following Sec. 5.2.2, to assess its perturbing

interaction with the cloud.

Figure 5.25: Test of the gravitational acceleration of a 85Rb MOT released and

probed with a flash of the cooling beams detuned at −4 MHz. The blue dot marker

is the vertical position of the expanding MOT fitted with a 2D Gaussian. The red

line is the motion equation fit of an object falling with normal gravity.

Fluorescence imaging with independent probe

When a probe beam that is not counterbalanced by an equivalent orthogonally

polarised beam is used, the effect of the spontaneous force is dramatic and significant

even for exposures as short as 150µs. So it is necessary to use a much weaker light

force to minimize this effect. In this setup, using the MBR laser as the probe, a

mechanical shutter was used to turn the beam on/off. The mechanism had a 5 ms

internal triggering delay and thus, the minimal probe duration is de facto 5 ms.

However, this does not restrict us from exposing for shorter durations to record

an image. Nonetheless, the weaker fluorescence response, compared to when using

the six cooling beams probe flash, required exposure times of 5 ms or more to produce

a clear image of the cold atoms. The probe, coupling from underneath the chamber,

was initially designed as a single linearly polarised vertical beam, which is ideal for
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imaging free-falling guided atoms across the whole chamber. A much weaker single

beam at 0.2 mW and with a 6 mm diameter (0.7 mW/cm2, 4 times weaker than a

single cooling beam) was used at several detunings to test several light force values.

When in freefall from the MOT, the optical molasses (OM) interacts strongly

with the probe, even at detunings that made detection very difficult (> −15 MHz).

The position of the molasses after 6 ms of freefall and 5 ms of exposure always ended

up 2 mm above the initial starting position without trace of fluorescence at or be-

low the starting position. Figure 5.26 shows differential images of the OM at sev-

eral detunings. The first image to the left is the initial MOT before release. The

following images are all snapshots after 6 ms of freefall with the probe tuned at

+1.9, 0,−1.8,−3.6,−5.1,−6.5 and −7.6 MHz. The cloud seemed unaffected by the

reduced force, always being at the same position with only its fluorescence response

becoming less intense with larger detuning. The intensity profile along the vertical

axis, shown in Fig. 5.27, shows an abrupt rise in fluorescence on the side facing the

laser with the fuorescence trailing off on the opposite side. This particular distribu-

tion is interpreted to be caused by the imaging beam pushing strongly against the

atom cloud. By comparison, the vertical intensity profile of OM after 9 ms of freefall

was imaged for 150µs with the six cooling beam flash probe.

Fig. 5.28 shows the intensity profile which also represents the spatial distribution

of the atoms along this axis. The fluorescence signal (blue trace) and the Gaussian

fit (red trace) are in good agreement with each other, as opposed to the case when

the atoms are exposed to a single vertical probe beam.

Figure 5.26: MOT freefall experiment differentially imaged with a single polarised

beam opposing gravity. First snapshot on the left shows the MOT before release.

Following snapshots are all 5 ms exposures of the cloud after 6 ms of freefall at

detunings of (left to right): +1.9, 0,−1.8,−3.6,−5.1,−6.5,−7.6 MHz. Red is higher

intensity than background reference, blue is lower.

Our hypothesis was that the atoms were pushed up by 3 mm in a lot shorter

time than the exposure which started 6 ms after freefall began. This is possible as

the maximum spontaneous force can easily be a few thousands of g. The average
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Figure 5.27: Vertical intensity profile of the atom cloud after 6 ms of freefall and 5 ms

of exposure, when exposed to a single linearly polarised beam probe (0.7 mW/cm2,

−1.8 MHz).

Figure 5.28: Vertical intensity profile of the atom cloud after 9 ms of freefall and

150µs of exposure. The cloud was exposed by flashing the six cooling beams. The

intensity profile (blue trace) and Gaussian fit (red trace) are in good agreement.

spontaneous force acceleration is ~kΓ/(2mg) = 1700g which could move a MOT by

3 mm in 0.6 ms. The upward movement Doppler shifts the probe beam reducing its

force acting on the cloud after this initial push. From the results, it is clear that

a beam with unbalanced spontaneous forces cannot be used to image cold atoms

vertically.
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We tested a second scheme in which the beam was simply retroreflected. How-

ever, the polarisation of the reflected beam was left unchanged (parallel) in one case

and shifted orthogonally in the second case with a double-pass QWP. To improve

fluorescence response, the intensity was also increased by a factor of 5 (from 0.2 to

1 mW). The MOT freefall is compared between the two imaging polarisation con-

figurations. The differential post-processed images are shown in Fig. 5.29 using 7

snapshots each at 6 ms intervals except for the last one at 8 ms. As in the previous

case, the colouring range (contrast) was optimized to identify the cloud position.

It can be observed that in the parallel polarisation case (bottom frames), the OM

does not accelerate following standard gravity. In the case of orthogonal polarisations

(top frames) the cloud can be clearly seen falling. By fitting a 2D Gaussian surface

to the fluorescence in each frame, we obtain the cloud’s central position. The cloud’s

acceleration is found to be 6.3 m/s2. The experiment was repeated with a probe light

force 5 times weaker (at 0.2 mW) and obtained just a slightly faster acceleration

of 7.0 m/s2. This result is not surprising, although two balanced counterpolarised

beams should be non-interacting with the MOT freefall, as in the six cooling beam

probe flash case, there is still important heating effects occuring (friction) which can

be on the scale of gravity or even more important. However, there is a difference with

the latter case; the absorption of the upward beam in the MOT creates a shadow

in the retroreflected downward beam intensity. It is this imbalance that leaves an

upward component of the spontaneous force that reduces the MOT’s gravitational

acceleration. A solution is to use two independent beams of equal power instead of

retroreflecting a single beam.

Alternatively, it is important to note that when the atoms were probed in a di-

rection perpendicular to their movement (with a horizontal beam), the interaction

with the probe was much less noticeable. Measurements of acceleration of the ther-

mal expansion or guidance in a collimated beam were in agreement with expected

gravitational acceleration. However, this is at the expense of having a much reduced

imaging window, determined by the beam diameter, so both imaging axis have their

advantages and limits.

Shadow imaging

Shadow imaging is the reverse approach to fluorescence imaging in which absorp-

tion of light is measured rather than atomic fluorescence. A weak well-collimated

laser beam, tuned on-resonance (or very close to it) is used to expose the cloud. A

camera placed in the beam’s path at the other end detects the laser probe directly.

The light is absorbed where there are atoms creating a 2D “shadow” projection in

the camera image. The denser the cloud, the darker is the shadow. The differ-
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Figure 5.29: MOT freefall experiment differentially imaged with two vertical coun-

terpropagating linearly polarised beams. Two cases are examined where beams have

parallel and orthogonal polarisation. First snapshot on the left shows the MOT be-

fore release. Following snapshots are all 5 ms exposures of the cloud after freefalls

of; respectively, 6, 12, 18, 24, 30, 36 and 44 ms in both polarisation configurations.

ences with fluorescence imaging being that the shadow beam uses intensities orders

of magnitude weaker and requires the camera to be always aligned with the beam,

which also causes interference fringes.

This technique presents several advantages: it is not destructive and there is no

concern about the influence of the spontaneous force component. It is ideally suited

for continuous exposure, real-time imaging, as well as camera triggered exposures.

It is more sensitive to very low atomic densities compared to fluorescence imaging.

The main disadvantage of this technique is that the dynamic range is very lim-

ited. The image is plain dark (like the background) in most cases and it is difficult

to balance exposure and gain across a wide range of densities. The image is also dis-

turbed by interferences (multiple diffractions/Fresnel rings) collected through optics

of the system because a coherent beam was used directly for imaging.

In our shadow imaging system, the camera was equipped with the 135 mm lens

positioned 40 cm away from the MOT position (frame vertical height: 9 mm). The
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beam, coming from Stage F output, was collimated to 2.8 mm diameter with an F260

large aperture collimator and then it was expanded using a long 2.5× telescope (with

50 and 125 mm PCX lenses). The resulting beam had a 1/e2 diameter of 7.0 mm,

ideally an even larger beam up to 20 mm is preferred. Later the beam size was

improved slightly with a 175 mm lens, reaching a diameter of 10 mm. Figure 5.30

shows the resulting shadow imaging from a MOT optimized for size. Subset A is the

image of the 7 mm beam without the MOT and subset B shows the shadow produced

by the MOT. Subset C is the clearer differential image produced by post-processing

and subset D is the absorption intensity profile of the beam through the centre. In

this example, the camera gain was carefully adjusted as was the laser intensity in

order to enhance the signal against the background of the CCD.
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Figure 5.30: Shadow imaging of a large 85Rb cloud in a magneto-optical trap. Subset

A and B shows the background image and the MOT shadow projected. Subset C is

the post-processed image obtain by differentiating B with A. The dark profile of the

beam was taken horizontally through the centre, as shown in subset D the image

was not dark-saturated.

To evaluate the degree of interference in this technique, heating of the MOT

by the probe beam was measured for the “worst case scenario” when the cloud

is thermally expanding at release, while under continuous exposure of the shadow

beam probe. Temperature measurements did not need to be calculated every time,

rather the release-and-recapture (R&R) data was used to compare the recaptured

fraction of atoms against the case without shadow beam exposure. This technique is

explained fully in Sec. 5.2.4. The shadow probe did not play any role in the detection

of the cloud fluorescence because the R&R technique uses a photodetector placed at

the bottom viewport of the chamber (orthogonal to the shadow beam propagation

axis).
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The release-and-recapture protocol measured the recaptured fluorescence after

turning off the cooling beams for delays of 4 to 56 ms, moving by increments of

4 ms. After each recapture, a 5-second wait was sufficient for the MOT to return

to its steady state. In Fig. 5.31, the no-probe case with shadow probes of 20, 5

and 1µW (intensities of respectively 52, 13 and 2.6µW/cm2) are compared. The

red dashed line represents the background fluorescence detected when the cooling

beams are on and locked at -12 MHz detuning but without a MOT (by reversing

the magnetic field polarity). The red circles are comparative markers showing the

recaptured fluorescence across all four cases.

Starting with 20µW, tuned on-resonance, the R&R data showed clearly how

the MOT was heated up: its recaptured intensity being at the background level in

less than 12 ms of expansion. This demonstrated that the atoms are expelled much

faster from the trap when the shadow probe is on. With the 5µW probe, all the

atoms were lost in 36 ms. For reference, without the influence of the shadow probe,

the cold atom cloud in the MOT takes 56 ms to escape the trap volume completely.

Using a variable neutral density filter disk before coupling into the fibre of Stage F,

the power was reduced down to 1µW in order to eliminate the heating effects on the

MOT. By increasing the CCD gain close to maximum, shadow images could still be

clearly recorded although noisier. By applying this technique, we were able to tune

the shadow imaging setup so that it was not noticeably heating cold 85Rb atoms.

The sensitivity of this detection was further improved to the shot noise limit

when measuring the phase shift of the shadow beam instead of its intensity. Dr.

Phil Light from our research group pioneered this technique [136].

Imaging techniques summary

During the course of this thesis and the development of the cold atoms research

program, three imaging techniques were developed and tested, while being particu-

larly focussed on determining and mitigating the influence of the imaging probe on

the measurement.

Flashing the cooling beams as a probe is the easiest technique to use and also

has a very minimal influence on the duration of the exposure. With the combined

intensity of the six beams, excellent resolution of the atom cloud expansion was

achieved for exposure times around 100µs. This technique was particularly well

suited to track the position of the cloud during ballistic expansion and realizing

precise temperature measurements with it. Gravity freefall measurements combined

with horizontal monitoring confirmed that the probe was not acting on or disturbing

the atoms. However, the observation window was limited to the trap volume.

Shadow probe is designed as the least invasive imaging procedure and when the
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Figure 5.31: Fluorescence through time of a MOT released-and-recaptured in order

to qualitatively evaluate its temperature. In this test, the MOT was released with

delays from 4 to 56 ms, by 4 ms increments and 5 s to reach steady state between

R&R measures. We compared the recaptured fraction of an unexposed MOT with

continuous exposure to shadow beam probes of 20, 5 and 1µW in a 7 mm beam.

The red circle markers identify points of comparison of the captured fluorescence

across all the cases. Only the 1µW beam was not interfering with the cold atom

cloud.

power is minimized, allows for continuous exposure of the atom cloud without any

perceivable heating. It is well suited for real time observation but only works in

one axis because the camera needs to be in the beam path in order to capture the

cold atoms shadows. It was used for aligning the MOT in real-time observation,

and to produce ballistic expansion videos. However, the 1D configuration and small

diameter made it unsuitable to observe atoms during guidance experiments where

observation over several centimetres was required. An improvement would be to

make the beam elliptic in order to continue using this type of imaging but it would

still not be suitable for guidance experiments over longer distances.

The most challenging imaging approach was the independent fluorescence probe.
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Using a single beam is unsuitable in most cases and that beam needs to be counter-

balanced by an equal intensity orthogonally polarised beam. The atom cloud freefall

measurements showed that for suitable imaging intensities, even a retroreflected po-

larisation shifted beam is not an ideal solution because the shadow of the cloud

creates an imbalance of intensity in the reflected beam and therefore allows a por-

tion of spontaneous force to act on the atom and reduce the gravity’s pull. Still, it

was possible to get good imaging of atoms guided in a collimated beam and focused

through a hollow beam but difficulties encountered cannot rule out the possibility

of the imaging beam having a physical impact, thus invalidating experimental re-

sults. However, this technique can be applied over different imaging axes (vertical,

horizontal) and will definitely help to investigate dynamics of cold atoms guidance.

The necessary conclusion is that two independent, balanced and counterpropagated

imaging probes are required to get quality imaging.

5.2.3 Timing and remote control of the experiment subsystems

One critical aspect of the system performance for measuring temperatures or

guidance in cold atoms experiments is to be able to remotely control the power and

frequency of all the beams and probes. Equally critical is to shut off the magnetic

fields quickly and in-sequence to perform the experiments. A good example of these

requirements is to be able to work with very cold atoms; one must produce optical

molasses from the MOT. The optical molasses (OM) cooling protocol [92, 94], also

called by researchers “polarisation gradient cooling” (PGC), a bit of a misleading

name, sets the standard for the timing and remote control requirements of most

systems. This specific cooling protocol was applied to produce OM in this thesis:

1. All lasers locked. Repump is on. Magnetic field is on. [Time = 0]

2. Cooling beams turned on. MOT formation. [Wait 3 s]

3. Turn magnetic field off.

4. Cooling beam frequency shifted to −50 MHz, intensity/4.

5. OM cooling controlled expansion. [Wait 5 - 15 ms]

6. Cooling beams switched off. [Wait i ms]

7. Probe atoms & Trigger camera exposure [0.1 - 10 ms].

To implement OM cooling and following temperature thermal expansion mea-

surements, R&R measurements or more complex atom guidance experiments, an

Arduino Mega microcontroller board was used as the central commanding unit to
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Component Delay

Serial command to DDS < 2 ms

AOM frequency shift execution < 20 µs

Mechanical shutter delay 5 ms

Mechanical shutter speed < 1 ms

Camera Trigger 10 µs

Arduino smallest delay 1 µs

Magnetic field decay to >5% 30 ms

Table 5.3: Summary of the timing and control delays of components in the MOT

and its imaging system.

execute operation protocols written in the form of program scripts (sketches in the

Arduino IDE). Getting the precise timing required careful analysis because of inter-

nal delays and limitations of each subsystem that had to be carefully measured (see

Table 5.3). Fortunately, we did not have to worry about the time to send and receive

signals because these would be received and transmitted in a few tens or hundreds

of microseconds over USB connections depending on the length of the commands.

Initially significant delays were encountered over the DDS command serial connec-

tion. Previously, it was mentioned that the minimum delay to shift the frequency

and shutoff the cooling beams was 8 ms. It was found that, using a higher bitrate

to communicate with the DDS, this delay was reduced to less than 2 ms. Table 5.3

summarizes the delays and execution speed of the MOT control systems.

5.2.4 Temperature measurements

To measure the atoms cloud temperatures two techniques were used: Release-

and-Recapture (R&R) and thermal/ballistic expansion. A third technique, yielding

results similar to ballistic expansion but that requires much less post-processing of

the data, is the time-of-flight method (TOF) [90, 92]. However the optical setup

required two counterpropagating sheet beam positioned below the MOT which were

not implemented due to the limited space available around the chamber.

Release-and-recapture

The temperature measurement technique called release-and-recapture (R&R), pi-

oneered by Harold Metcalf et al. [90], was introduced as the most accessible means

of measuring a cloud temperature. It consists of simply shutting off the cooling

beams (”the release”) and then after a delay i (time in milliseconds), firing them

back on, starting the MOT trap again (”the recapture”). The key here is to mea-
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sure the “recaptured fraction”: the fluorescence signal of the cloud immediately at

recapture divided by the steady state fluorescence signal of the MOT (including the

background fluorescence from the beams). Measurements are obtained by repeating

this procedure for delays of 8 ms up to 60 ms (or when the recaptured fraction is

equal to the steady state fluorescence. The fluorescence background is obtained by

reversing the magnetic field polarisation to prevent the formation of the MOT but

keeping the laser locked at the trapping and cooling frequency. Results are discussed

in Sec. 5.2.2, Fig. 5.31.

The Monte Carlo ballistic expansion model was developed and calculated the

fit of the recaptured fraction as a function of the release delay i (in ms) and thus,

derived the temperature of the cloud. Figure 5.32 shows results obtained on one of

the early MOT’s produced in this thesis, yielding temperatures of 300µK.

Figure 5.32: Results of the recaptured fraction of atoms in the MOT as a function

of release time for trapping beams of 1 mW (red triangles) and 4 mW each (green

x). Two Monte Carlo R&R model simulation of the same experiment with cloud

temperatures of 300µK (blue squares) and 50µK (black circles) were also plotted

to evaluate the cloud temperature.

However, to derive the temperatures, two experimental parameters needed to be

specified with important uncertainties: the initial 1/e2 cloud radius and the trap

volume, which is deduced from the well-known beam radius, but is affected by the

beam alignment. For this technique to yield good results, significant effort must

be invested in reducing these uncertainties. At this point, the estimated error was

over ±150µK. Still, this technique is useful and was used during optical/magnetic

alignment to evaluate the immediate, real-time impact of experimental parameter

adjustments on the cloud temperature. It is the quickest relative measurement of
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an atom cloud temperature developed in this thesis.

Thermal expansion

This technique to measure the temperature of a cold atom cloud is similar to

the previous release and recapture at the only difference it requires a well-triggered

CCD camera. An initial image is taken of the trapped atom cloud, then the cloud

is released for time X, and simultaneously probed and imaged using the cooling

beam flash imaging technique for 2 ms intervals, as described in Sec. 5.2.2. This

technique was first used by Steven Chu et al. [92] in Appendix B of their famous

1989 experimental paper on the first investigation and explanation of sub-Doppler

cooling. They calculated the ballistic time-evolution of the released atoms density,

n(r, t), assuming initial Gaussian density distribution (n0(r)), as its convolution with

Maxwell-Boltzmann Green’s function:

n(r, t) =
exp(r2/2σ2)

(2πσ2)3/2
(5.10)

where the Gaussian distribution variance (the cloud size parameter) is:

σ2 = σ2
0 + kBTt

2/m (5.11)

and σ0 is the initial distribution variance (before expansion), T is the cloud temper-

ature, t is the time of the ballistic expansion and m is the atomic mass.

With this formula, the cloud temperature is simply obtained by fitting Eq. 5.11

to the cloud distribution variance (expanding radius data) as a function of time. The

latter is obtained by fitting a 2D Gaussian distribution function to each CCD image

taken. The fitting parameters for the equation are: σ0 and T . The temperatures are

calculated independently for the vertical and horizontal axes. As mentioned earlier,

it is not unusual to obtain different temperatures along each axis.

Although this may seem like complex processing, the whole calculation was auto-

mated using a Matlab program that read images in batch using fine-tuned automated

fitting algorithms and produced the temperature results immediately after the mea-

surement. The measurement procedure and control of the whole MOT system, was

also automated with an Arduino sketch program. The cloud temperature could

be obtained at any time by any operator in less than 2 minutes with only 2 but-

ton clicks (start Arduino temp measurement, launch Matlab temperature analysis).

The program used a Levenberg-Marquardt 2D Gaussian fitting algorithm written

that automatically low-pass noise filtered the image when its signal to noise ratio

was getting low. More precisely the best and most consistent results were obtained

using a pixel-wise adaptive Wiener method based on statistical estimates from the

local neighbourhood of each pixel.
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Using this technique, several measurements of the produced MOT were realized.

The MOT was produced using detunings of −2Γ (−12 MHz). For the strongest

laser intensity produced in the experiment (3.5 mW per beam), a temperature of

78µK was obtained, see Fig. 5.33. In this figure, the 3 small inset CCD images of

the thermally expanding MOT are imaged at 0, 4 and 10 ms. The program always

produced such a figure at the output to allow the experimenter to evaluate the

quality of the fit and quickly notice convergence errors.

Figure 5.33: Curve fits of the MOT radius vs. the expansion time for horizontal and

vertical profiles. The temperatures in x, y are shown above as well as the average

of the two (78µK). Below, the 3 small insets are some of the original CDD images

of the MOT (at 0, 4 and 10 ms), the Gaussian function was fitted to. The MOT

of 1.6 mm by 2.3 mm diameter was produced with cooling beams of 3.5 mW, 12 mm

diameter and 12 MHz red-detuned.

With a weaker MOT of 1.3 by 1.9 mm produced using 1 mW beams and with

the other parameters kept identical, the temperature dropped down to 61µK. Then
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production of optical molasses (OM) was achieved by shutting down the magnetic

field and detuning the cooling beam frequency for 12 ms before proceeding to tem-

perature measurements. Several patterns were evaluated whereby the frequency of

the beam was ramped or stepped over the 12 ms. A quick ramp produced a 23µK

MOT, a slower ramp for 20 ms produced a cooler, larger MOT at 14µK. The best

results were obtained by just stepping the frequency to 32 MHz and having the

power dropped by 65% (the AOM being less efficient at this frequency helped). The

total power was thus reduced by a factor of 7.5 for 12 ms with no magnetic field

present. This protocol produced the coldest and smallest atomic molasses at 9µK

and 1.0 mm diameter, see Fig. 5.34.

Figure 5.34: Coldest optical molasses obtained from a strong-force MOT (at 3.5 mW

each beam). The beams are detuned from 12 to 32 MHz and power is dropped by

65% to 1.2 mW, cooling force is reduced by a factor of 7.5 for a duration of 12 ms,

then the thermal expansion technique is applied to obtained the average measured

temperature of 9µK.

5.3 Guiding cold atoms

Three essential preliminary guiding experiments were performed prior to guiding

atoms in a fibre. These allowed us to improve our detection/imaging and the required

timing control essential to control atoms.
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5.3.1 Red-detuned horizontal gaussian guide in free space

In the first experiment, a red-detuned Gaussian beam was used to guide a cold

atom cloud released from a MOT. The guide beam was produced by the CW tunable

ring Ti:sapphire laser (Coherent MBR-110) described earlier. The optimal Gaussian

beam profile was obtained after reflection off a computer-generated phase mask

produced by a spatial light modulator (SLM) in stage H of the setup (described in

Sec. 6.3). This allowed troubleshooting the entire setup and the beam control of

this stage, through a simpler guidance experiment.

The beam was raised horizontally by two 45° silver mirrors in a periscope setup,

and introduced horizontally through one of the only available viewports (opposite to

the repump beam using the other horizontal viewport). With this particular setup,

there is no availability to install a mirror on the opposite end (or a second laser

beam of orthogonal polarisation) to cancel the spontaneous force effect.

A 2-mm diameter beam was initially used but, because of the challenges for the

initial alignment, the experiment was simplified by expanding the beam to a diameter

of 28 mm. To compensate for the large size, 66 mW of optical power was used

delivering an intensity of 10.7 mW/cm2 and a relatively weaker intensity gradient

than would have been obtained with a smaller beam. The guidance force being

relative to the detuning, 5 values were evaluated: −1, −10 and −30 GHz to the red

and +1, +10 GHz to the blue as well to test anti-guiding. The correct frequency was

obtained by tuning the MBR using the wavemeter data. The advantage of working

in far detuning is that the wavelength does not have to be precisely controlled and

actively stabilised. Simply detuning by +0.02 Å from the cooling frequency for every

−1 GHz of detuning was required to setup the guide beam.

Now for the actual experiment, an optimized size MOT was produced without

going into a cold optical molasses phase (also referred in this thesis by polarisation

gradient cooling phase). After a couple seconds of charging the trap, a steady

state MOT was obtained. First, the beams and magnetic field were quickly shut

down. Simultaneously, the Gaussian guide beam was introduced into the chamber.

To minimize any interference at this point, the shadow beam imaging technique

was used to minimize the variables that could interfere with the experiment. The

camera was triggered after the prescribed guidance time to produce a short exposure

(< 2 ms) in the selected timeframe. The guidance was run repetitively to capture

an image of the experiment every 250µs and generate a 14 ms-long video of the

guidance. When the Gaussian beam was set at −1 GHz, no guidance was observed

and the MOT was rapidly pushed out of the frame, evidence that the spontaneous

force, left unbalanced, is still remarkably strong at this detuning and superior to the

dipolar force. At −10 GHz, guidance of the MOT was observed but the push of the
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spontaneous force steered the atoms to move into the beam propagation direction.

Figure 5.35 shows 4 frames of the guidance video at 0.25, 2.25, 3.25 and 5 ms. The

image was differentially subtracted from the background and enhanced to accentuate

contrast through post-processing. The fading observed at half the distance of the

frame is mainly due to the shadow beam imaging probe limited range of exposure

(about the radius of the probe beam) rather than losses. Moving the probe further

away showed that guidance was achieved. Looking carefully at the video, a small

fraction of the cloud is seen as ballistically expanding un-captured by the guidance

beam. This class of “lost” atoms was also identified through simulations.

Figure 5.35: Four selected frames at 250, 2250, 3250 and 5000µs from the video of

the guidance of a cloud of cooled 85Rb atoms are shown side-by-side in a vertical

stack. The single 10 GHz red-detuned Gaussian beam of 66 mW and 28 mm diameter

was produced through the same setup used to generate the Laguerre-Gaussian hollow

beam.

The beam at −30 GHz did not have any apparent effect and atoms were quickly

lost due to ballistic expansion and gravity’s pull. The beam at +1 GHz (blue-

detuned) produced identical results dominated by the spontaneous force. At +10 GHz,

the result showed anti-guiding combined with the spontaneous force push in the

beam’s propagation direction. The atom cloud expanded and moved away from the

laser in a moon crescent shape where most atoms quickly escaped the beam path

but some initially lost atoms lingered for a longer time outside of the beam.
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5.3.2 Collimated blue-detuned guidance

In the following experiment, LG01 blue-detuned guidance was realized in the

vertical axis in order to image the guidance over a longer distance as opposed to

the horizontal guidance realized in the previous subsection. A top view camera was

used to realize a tighter alignment within the beam centre.

The coupling of the beam into the chamber was modified for this second ex-

periment. Fluorescence imaging was implemented to image the atoms across the

chamber. To this end, both the probe and the guide beam were polarised, aligned

and combined in a single beam using a polarising beam splitter close to the bot-

tom viewport of the chamber. Both beams were vertically aligned into the chamber

using a mirror in a kinematic mount. However, the probe beam was not reflected

at the top so the spontaneous force was left unbalanced. Imaging was also made

easier by using Point Grey Chameleon cameras in “high gain” to replace the older

JAI CV-M50 CCD camera. The exposure time with these cameras could be signif-

icantly reduced from [10-15] ms down to [0.5-2.0] ms. The higher gain also allowed

a reduction in the power of the probe beam which overall resulted in reducing the

negative effects of independent single beam fluorescence imaging.

During these experiments, electronic issues with the SLM of stage H temporarily

prompted a replacement with a reflective spiral phase-plate of order 5 to generate

a hollow beam. This optical element was fabricated from an aluminium mirror

using a commercial diamond turning point optical surface shaping apparatus (at

the Australian National University). However, the beam obtained from the spiral

phase plate was not a pure LG05 as it also contained higher order harmonics (of

the same parity) commonly generated by this technique [57]. So it was only a

temporary solution as large NA multimode beams are more likely to suffer from

optical aberrations leading to a non-dark non-hollow beam at the focal point when

coupled into a hollow fibre.

A 50 mW guide beam with a diameter of 16 mm and detuning of between +5 GHz

(780.23 nm) and +40 GHz (780.16 nm) was used. The MOT was also colder than in

the previous step by implementing a cold optical molasses phase. The MOT was

measured to be around 35µK during these experiments.

To acquire the images of the guided atoms, cold optical molasses were produced,

then cooling beams were turned off and the hollow guide beam switched-on. After

waiting ims, camera triggered and probe fluorescence beams switched-on, in a loop

with the delay i being increased by 5 ms every iteration. Selected frames of the

atom cloud guided over 22.5 mm during 66 ms are shown in Fig. 5.36. The first four

frames were 5 ms apart to show the formation of the guided class of atoms, and then

showed frames 10 ms apart for guidance over the imaging distance. Each image is
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Figure 5.36: Imaging of cold 85Rb atoms released from a MOT into a collimated

LG05 blue-detuned hollow beam. Atoms travelled over 22.5 mm in 66 ms in a 16 mm

diameter beam of 50 mW with 20 GHz detuning. (Top) 9 differential images contrast-

enhanced at 1, 6, 11, 16, 26, 36, 46, 56 and 66 ms. (Bottom) Raw image from CCD

camera showing the blurred reflection of light against the the background limiting

the imaging at the bottom of the range. The red ellipse indicates the position of the

guided atoms in the unprocessed image captured after a delay of 56 ms.

background subtracted and contrast enhanced by using a technique of “histogram

saturation”. This enhancement was executed with Adobe Photoshop’s automatic

level adjustments.

First, it was noticed that the cloud was almost invisible in the last frame; this

was introduced to show the most problematic element of this imaging setup. In

the bottom of Fig. 5.36, the original frame captured at 56 ms is shown. The white
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fluorescence on the right side and bottom is due to reflection off the metallic structure

mounted against the chamber’s large window to support the cancelling coils and

the cooling beam cage-mounted optics. When the atom cloud is in front of this

structure, it disappears against the strong background reflection off this metallic

support piece. It could have been mounted vertically to prevent this problem but it

would have necessitated a complete disassembly of the chamber to correct the issue

which could not be afforded at this point in time.

One also notices that in unhindered freefall, the atom cloud centre-of-mass should

have travelled 42 mm in 66 ms and not a mere 22.5 mm. The vertical motion of

atoms had a calculated acceleration of 5.2 m/s2. This was not surprising as previous

experiments by Mestre et al. [57] also showed their atom cloud travelled only 10 mm

in 45 ms. This is caused by the spontaneous force component slowing down the

atoms vertically when they penetrate the field. It can also be seen that the forefront

of the distribution seemed to accelerate normally with gravity.

To further analyse this behaviour, simulations of the experiment were performed

reproducing all known parameters as precisely as possible. The vertical motion of

atoms, their freefall, was analysed in relation to their transversal energy, i.e. how

far they penetrate the guiding field. It showed that the more they interact with

the field (deeper penetration linked with higher transversal energy), the slower they

accelerate downward. The simulations showed excellent agreement with measured

statistical centre of the cloud distribution (4.95 m/s2 for the case illustrated). Guide

beam intensity were also found, in agreement with simulations, that results in a

stationary centre of the atom cloud (that would not fall), but the distribution itself

would elongate up and down through time.

5.3.3 Guiding through a focused hollow beam

Following previous experiments, the next step before coupling the atoms in a

fibre was to guide them through a focused beam. The coldest and smallest optical

molasses were only realized after these experiments, so these experiments still used

larger and warmer optical molasses similar to the collimated guidance experiments.

The hollow beam was generated using the fifth-order (10π) spiral phase-plate instead

of the SLM.

A 175 mm plano-convex lens was positioned just before the beamsplitter cube

combining both probe and guide beam and coupling them in the chamber from the

bottom viewport with a 45° mirror. The lens was positioned to align the beam fo-

cus 10 mm below the MOT. The laser frequency was locked on-resonance, the input

power was maximized and the Rb density was also increased to improve the beam

fluorescence and identify its focal point position. Figure 5.37 shows the focused
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beam imaged using the two Chameleon cameras with their focal position optimized

approximately 10 mm below the MOT centre. Subsets (A) and (C) shows the Gaus-

sian beam and hollow beam in Chameleon A view respectively. Subset (B) shows the

same fifth-order hollow beam imaged by Chameleon B, a larger field-of-view camera.

In all cases, the focal point indicated by the red square, is just slightly above the

reflection off the metal support of the horizontal cancelling coil. Both Gaussian and

hollow beams were going through the same optics system to ensure that their focal

point would be at the same position.

Figure 5.37: CCD captures of the focused guide beams against a dense background

of 85Rb, red squares indicate the approximate focal point. (A) 12 mm diameter

Gaussian beam focused by a 175 mm lens taken with Chameleon A camera. (B)

12 mm diameter focused hollow beam taken with Chameleon B, and the same beam

taken by Chameleon A in subset (C).

When setting up this experiment, the uniformity and temperature of the MOT

was optimized and several cameras were used to improve the alignment. Several

attempts were made to see the atoms funnelling toward the focus before being ex-

pelled to the side; re-alignment of the beam and re-positioning the MOT solved

these issues. Imaging the weak fluorescence going through the focus against the

bright background required post-processing of every frame taken. The technique

developed involved removing background light with an image subtraction between

the captured frame and the reference frame (a Rb fluorescence background without

a MOT). Differential images were then enhanced through histogram saturation, an

imaging technique involving grey level automatic adjustments. When the signal is
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weak, it is difficult to distinguish the atom cloud position because the fluorescence

signal is overcame by the laser light reflections off the metallic parts in background

and back to the camera. However, when looking at the stills in sequence, it is easier

to distinguish the cloud fluorescence in motion against the static background and

to see atoms funnelling through the focus. It was also found that background dif-

ferentiation often erases valuable fluorescence signals. From the raw captures, atom

ensembles often appear after focus as an organised rapid trickle of the noise. After-

wards, histogram saturation was only used as a post-processing operation without

background subtraction that was able to enhance this signal visible in the raw data.

Two experiments are analysed below.

Figure 5.38: Imaging of cold optical molasses released 10 mm above a focused LG05

beam, 12 mm diameter, 50 mW and 20 GHz detuned. 7 frames 10 ms apart shows

all three groups of atoms: lost, trapped and guided.

First, when the focused LG05 beam was detuned at +20 GHz (780.201 nm), all

three groups of atoms initially identified in our modelling paper [36] and in the

modelling Chapter 4 of this thesis were observed. Figure 5.38 shows 7 selected

frames of the experiment imaging sequence, 10 ms apart. In the experiment, the

cold optical molasses are released about 10 mm above the focal point of the blue-

detuned hollow beam. Through the frames, a cloud of lost atoms is seen expanding

and going through the beam as if falling just ballistically. The rest of the atoms

are initially funnelled but around the focal point, from 46 to 66 ms, they are seen

being separated in trapped and guided distributions. In the 56 ms frame, the lowest

intensity in the image, before the two distributions are clearly separated, is where the

focus was identified in Fig. 5.37. The guided atoms falling through are observed even

beyond 66 ms but its necessary to observe it in time-sequence in order to distinguish

the weak fluorescence signal from the static background noise. The experimental
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parameters of this experiment were modelled as closely as possible and resulted in

0.6% guided, 12.8% trapped and 86.6% lost.

Figure 5.39: Same experiment as the previous at 30 GHz detuning. This time we

only show the critical part of the experiment with 6 frames starting at 36 ms and

5 ms apart. Similar distribution of atoms is initially funnelled but more atoms end

up guided through and trapped atoms are lost after focus.

A comparative guidance through the focus was produced by keeping all the same

experimental parameters but reducing the optical force by detuning the frequency

to +30 GHz (780.183 nm). To show the separation point in more detail, frames

were selected 5 ms apart from 36 ms onward. The experimental initial conditions

being the same; the frames at the same time from release are comparable between

different run of the experiment. The distribution of atoms and lost cloud position in

this 36 ms frame is almost identical to the 36 ms frame of the experiment at 20 GHz.

Continuing with the comparison, at 46, 51 and 56 ms, the atoms guided are more

intense at 20 GHz but afterward the trapped atoms are quickly lost. The model

analysis also showed that the proportion of guided atoms becomes more important

at 30 GHz going up to 2% and the amount of trapped atoms is almost the same at

15% which agrees with frames comparison at 36 ms.

Fig. 5.40 shows the same experiment of focussing through the fifth order hol-

low beam at +30 GHz detuning but from the Chameleon B camera point of view.

First, the initial 1 ms frame is shown followed by the 36 ms frame and onward by

5 ms timestep except for the last two using 10 ms steps to show the extent of the

guidance. It appears like there is no signal in the last two frames but through an

animated sequence, this trickle of noise from the weak fluorescence against the static

background becomes visible. In this experiment at 30 GHz, the guided atoms are
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Figure 5.40: Same experiment at 30 GHz detuning but imaging over a wider field-of-

view using Chameleon B. Frames are respectively at 1, 36, 41, 46, 51, 56, 66, 76 ms.

The last two frames show that in a still frame the very weak fluorescence against the

bright background makes the guided atoms invisible but in an animated sequence

we can see the trickle of noise revealing their presence.

even seen below the metallic support, while in the experiment run at 20 GHz they

are not seen, which is further evidence that more atoms are guided through the focal

point of the hollow beam with less force, following our model prediction.

Guidance at 40 GHz detuning was also investigated and the ratio of guided atoms

decreased back to what was observed at 20 GHz following predictions of the model

(0.8%) without visible trapped atoms. Imaging sequences taken after re-alignment

showed that guidance was not occurring anymore so it served to demonstrate how

critical the alignment can be to the success of the experiment. It is also a variable

the model doesn’t take into account, assuming that atoms and beam are perfectly

centred. The absence of trapped atoms has been shown in two missed experiments

where they were expected but, because of a bad alignment, the trapped distribution

is ejected on the side when it approached the focal point of the hollow.
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5.3.4 Summary of results

Overall in this section, guidance was achieved in collimated beams and through

a focused hollow beams. The level of control and the precision required to achieve

the experimental goals exceeded expectations but were found to be manageable.

Methods to diagnose misalignments were also developed from imaging data of the

attempts. Post-processing of the image data was optimized to enhance very weak

fluorescence amid the laser lit background. With close to optimal alignment, good

guidance was obtained and compared for 3 different optical forces (20, 30 and 40 GHz

detuning). The qualitative comparisons of atoms funnelled and guided through the

focus were supported by the quantitative results of the numerical modelling repro-

ducing these experimental conditions. Both experiment and simulations identified

the optimal detuning to achieve the best atomic coupling (+30 GHz). This agree-

ment further confirmed the adequacy of using our developed numerical model to

determine the experimental parameters. Optical misalignment and beam imperfec-

tions not modelled were also found to be more critical in accounting for the trapped

and coupled atom group distributions. The experiment yielded smaller number of

atoms than simulated but without affecting the optimal parameters, just resulting

in more overall losses due to misalignment and imperfections.

With these results we feel confident in continuing toward fibre coupling and

guidance. A step forward is also to improve the imaging scheme by using two

counterpropagating orthogonal polarisation probe beams and removing reflective

metal parts from the background by changing the cancelling coil holder design or

reorganizing the position of elements outside the chamber to allow for a better

camera angle. To guide atoms in a fibre, it will also be necessary to use the SLM

with a lower order single mode beam for reasons discussed in Chapter 6.
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CHAPTER 6 GENERATION AND COUPLING OF A LG01 BEAM

IN A HOLLOW CORE FIBRE

In this chapter, the part of the project involved with the guidance of the hollow

beam and the technique used to produce it will be discussed. In the first section

the development of the fibre leading to the final fibre selected along with its spec-

ifications and performance data will be presented. In the second part, the spatial

light modulator, the computer generated phase mask and their results are described.

Next, how the first two parts are put together in the experiment setup along with

the control elements necessary to integrate it with the complete MOT system is

shown. The last part presents the particular coupling method developed to achieve

efficient coupling and single-mode guidance of the LG01 beam.

6.1 Fabrication and imaging of atom guiding hollow core fibres

The primary goal of this Thesis was to develop the concepts and techniques that

would allow longer distance guiding of atoms at the scale of the lab (above one

metre). The elected direction to achieve this goal was to work with a high efficiency,

low loss hollow core optical fibre instead of using a capillary which is only useful for

distances of a few centimetres, as has been used by every other research group on

atom guidance.

Polymer optical fibres presented interesting advantages in producing unique ring

suspended core fibres (a geometry not possible in silica fibres due to their lack

of flexibility). The microstructured polymer optical fibre (mPOF) group at the

Australian Technology Park in Sydney, offered access to its facilities to develop an

atom guiding fibre in polymer. The initial concept was to couple laser light in the

suspended ring and atoms would be guided by the blue-detuned evanescent field

leaking into the hollow core. The guided modes of the fibre were modeled using a

home-built fibre mode solving computer program (ABC-FDM), which was used to

maximize evanescent field penetration in the core and identify single mode guiding

conditions in the ring. Figure 6.1 shows the modeled suspended ring fibre cross-

section. The color-map shows the electric field intensity where red is null and blue is

max. A weakness was revealed for this geometry as it always remained multimoded.

To achieve a single-mode operation, the fibre core wall needed to be sub-micron thick

(0.78µm precisely) for the hollow core diameters required to guide large amount of

atoms.

In parallel to the modelling, fabrication techniques were developed to produce

the suspended ring fibre and a PC/PMMA bi-material fibre to explore index contrast
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Figure 6.1: The solutions for the guided modes solved using the ABC-FDM program

for a suspended ring fibre design. The 31µm wide ring guiding the light and its

supporting triangle bridges of 1 to 3µm are made of PMMA. The hollow core is

25µm diameter.

simultaneously. Generally, fibres are made from a preform of a few centimetres in

diameter (in silica) to several tens of centimetres (in polymer), which is heated and

drawn to a fibre in a single step. With microstructured fibres built from a stack

of straws, it is necessary to use a two-stage draw. The preform (10 cm dia.) is

drawn to a “cane” (0.5 cm dia.) that is then re-sleeved into a thick-walled tube

(4-10 cm dia.) depending on the final desired core size. This new preform-cane is

then re-drawn into a fibre. With PMMA MPOF, a technique was developed using

slight air pressure in the core, and low pressure to vacuum in the cladding to fine

tune the collapse of the microstructure. This technique allows the production of a

kagome-style or honeycomb-style cladding from the same stack of straws with great

success [137]. Kagome fibres are a type of microstructured optical fibres in which the

cladding features are in a characteristic “star of David” pattern (see Fig. 6.3 A, D,

D2, E). This microstructure enhances mode-separation, higher order mode guidance

and guided wavelength range [138] compared to a classical “honeycombed” photonic

crystal fibre (PCF) (see Fig. 6.3 B & C).

Fig. 6.2 shows four photoraphs at various stages of the suspended ring atom

guiding mPOF. Photo A shows the stacked-straw preform. Photo B shows the
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Figure 6.2: Photographs of the fabrication of our suspended ring mPOF. A. 7-

cm diameter stacked-straw preform assembled before drawing. B. The preform is

drawn into a 5-mm diameter cane while applying pressure in the core and vacuum

in the cladding. C. Microscope image of the 2-mm diameter hollow core cane after

re-sleeving (draw stage with less than 5% reduction in diameter). D. Microscope

image of the fibre core after the final draw (50µm dia. core, 1µm thick ring, 0.2µm

thin Y-bridges).

preform drawn to a 5-mm cane and photo C is a microscope image of the cane

cross-section using a pressurised core and vacuum in the cladding. Photo D is a

microscope image cross-section of the final fibre. This fibre has a 50-µm diameter

hollow core with a 1-µm thick ring supported by Y-shaped 200 nm thick bridges.

The bridges increase the ring mode isolation and the performance was compared

with initial models and integrated in a new model. These results were discussed in

a 2009 publication [139]. The fibre shown in D was made as a proof-of-principle

to show that the large core single-mode suspended ring design could be fabricated.

However, coupling laser light into the ring mode is dependent on extremely difficult

alignment and yields abysmal efficiencies (0.2%). This design was dropped for fibres

that could support a hollow mode in the hollow core (c.f. Alexander Argyros’s thesis

[140]). Instead of using a TE-mode, which is difficult to guide in band gap fibres,

Laguerre-Gaussian (LG) modes were chosen instead. Hollow beam generation will

be discussed along with our results in the Sec. 6.2.

When developing the kagome 1083-nm guiding fibre structure (for metastable

Helium at that time), too many simultaneously guided and coupled modes posed

an issue. One proposed solution was to use a fibre with the desired wavelength at

the edge of the bandgap. Higher order modes do not guide well in this region and

this creates better mode separation[137], but the analysis indicated an additional loss
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caused by surface roughness that couples modes and increases cross-talk/mixing even

close to the bandgap. The solution was to minimize surface roughness in PMMA

mPOF fibres, leading to the “high stress - cold draw - no post-draw annealing”

process [141, 142]. Improvements in the decreasing mPOF transmission losses by a

factor of 3 were the result, and thus led to the fabrication of the lowest loss mPOF at

0.14 dB/m at 650 nm [142], below bulk PMMA material loss, but still not sufficient

to guide a single-mode hollow beam (even < 10-cm length). This was due to the

significant mode-mixing that occurred over the equilibrium length, mostly caused

by lossy modes, a feature commonly encountered in mPOF [143].

Silica microstructured fibres are a more mature technology which does not suffer

from the limitations of mPOF. Several kagome guiding fibres in silica were provided

by Prof. Fetah Benabid (University of Bath, UK), and tested as potential candidates

for guiding a hollow beam at 780 nm and suitable for guiding cold Rb atoms. The

coupling technique used, hollow beam guiding efficiency and shape will be further

discussed in Sec. 6.4. Here we will briefly summarize the methodology used and

characteristics of the fibres tested. The data from our fibres was compiled in Ta-

ble 6.1 and a scanning electron microscope (SEM) image was made of each fibre’s

cross-section in Fig. 6.3.

Fibres A-D were made out of silica while fibre E was optical grade PMMA with

material loss of 0.97 dB/m@780 nm. Each fibre evaluated was coupled with plano-

convex lenses from 50 mm to 175 mm focal length with an input beam size from

1.5 mm to 6 mm 1/e2 diameter in order to find the most efficient coupling with

rigorous alignment and beam-walking. The bare fibre was mounted on a Thorlabs

3-axis micrometre controlled alignment stage. The coupling lens was also moved

in all 3-axis in order to control and minimize the focused beam propagation axis

relative to the fibre optical axis. Lengths of 40 cm were used except for fibre D

(kagome #7, Fig. 6.3 D-D2) where we only had a 10 cm sample. Gaussian and

LG01 coupling efficiency and the transmitted modes were measured for each fibre.

Moreover, coupling efficiencies were only measured when we had more than 1 mW

of absolute transmitted power. All measurements were done with a 780.24 nm laser.
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Table 6.1: Specifications, coupling performance and the guiding characteristics of each hollow core fibre, Rb atom guiding candidates, tested.

Fibre A-D are made of silica while fibre E is made of polymer (optical grade PMMA). SEM cross-section images of the fibres are shown in

Fig. 6.3.

Fibre Description Fig. 6.3 ref Cladding type Hollow core type Mode content Core diameter Cpl/Guid Gaussian Cpl/Guid LG01 Fabricator Date

Kagome #1, large core A Kagome 19-cell Multimode 70 µm 80%, mixed modes mixed modes F. Benabid, Bath 2010

Ovoid core, low loss B PCF 7-cell Multimode 20 / 25 µm 34%, mixed modes mixed modes F. Benabid, Bath April 2011

Indian Fibre, commercial sample C PCF 7-cell Single-mode 7.5 µm 55%, Mode preserved 37%, Converted to Gaussian NKT Photonics HC-800-01 2009

Kagome #7, hex core D, D2 Kagome single cell Multimode 45 / 53 µm 76%, Mode preserved 43%, Mode preserved F. Couny, Bath 2010

mPOF, PMMA E Kagome 7-cell Multimode 35 µm 44%, mixed modes 34%, mixed modes R. Lwin, Sydney 2011
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Figure 6.3: SEM cross-section images of the hollow core “Rb atom guiding” fibre

candidates. Each of the fibre A-E data and performance is given in Table 6.1.

We were able to obtain optimized coupling efficiency with each fibre but only fibre

D preserved the hollow mode and was therefore selected for the rest of the project.

It was insensitive to mechanical vibrations, to local heating with a soldering iron and

to bending to a radius larger than 10 cm, preserving the guided hollow beam. The

coupling was very critical and with a beam path over 3 metres from laser to fibre,

it was strongly affected by air currents causing the transmitted mode to oscillate

and fluctuate in intensity. When we used a single-mode fibre to transport the beam

closer and a box over our setup, it eliminated these fluctuations.

The mPOF fibre E was causing important mode-mixing, was very sensitive to

bend and had a very multimoded guidance even above 1 meter. In the image we

see it was not cleaved properly. For mPOF, cutting the fibre under tension using a
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hot knife is the most appropriate method to get repeatable quality cleave. Fibre A,

with the largest core, was the most efficient to transport power but was also slightly

mixing the coupled mode in about 10 minima and maxima distributed randomly and

sensitive to vibrations and bending. Fibre B was the least efficient without a surprise

because of its non-circular core. Finally we found the commercial single-moded PCF

(fibre C) and smallest core fibre to be very efficient and robust at guiding a Gaussian

beam and any other mode was quickly converted over 1 cm into its fundamental low

loss Gaussian mode.

It is particularly challenging to predict whether a given multimode microstruc-

tured fibre will preserve or mix modes because it not only depends on the crystal

lattice structure but is affected by minute details like the width of the lattice walls,

their defects and the surface roughness, all characteristics difficult to simulate ac-

curately. Especially for kagome PCF fibre, the fabrication is as much an art as it

is a technique and a design. However, we found that when the Gaussian mode is

preserved and easy to couple into the fibre, it is indicative of well-achieved mode

separation that could result in preserving higher order modes as well (see Sec. 6.4).

The light guiding capability of fibre D was also assessed by the signal transmission

vs. wavelength plotted in Fig. 6.4 provided by Dr. Benabid (University of Bath, UK).

This shows the broad guidance of this fibre from 650 to 1200 nm with peak efficiency

at 1100 nm. Guidance at 780 nm is approximately 10 dB below the maximum.

Figure 6.4: Light guiding efficiency of fibre D (kagome type cladding, hollow core

diameter 45µm) as a function of the light wavelength. This fibre guides best from

650 to 1200 nm with peak transmission at 1100 nm.
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6.2 LG beam generation using computer-generated holograms with a

liquid-crystal spatial light modulator

In the initial design of the project, the hollow beam generation part looked as if it

would be a small part of the project compared with the fibre design and fabrication,

producing and focusing cold atoms into this fibre. We started by producing a simple

intensity interference mask. The fork mask is the natural interference pattern pro-

duced by a hollow beam intersecting a Gaussian beam with angle γ (see Fig. 6.5.A).

We printed interference films on transparent paper and with a high resolution 4800

dpi negative photography film printer. We also tested sinusoidal gradient interfer-

ence films and binary films. We found that laser printed binary masks (Fig. 6.5.B)

produced more efficient masks, 48% in order zero and 15% in each of the first or-

der, because of the stronger contrasts between black and white (Fig. 6.5.C). Higher

resolution negative photo films had lower difference between transmitted power in

“white” and “black” pixels transmitting 85% in 0-order and 5% in each first order.

However this technique produced very noisy hollow beams with a -16 dB contrast

between the dark and maximum intensity regions measured with a pinhole. The

important noise and poor resolution obtained by interference masks led to a change

in the approach toward optical phase control techniques, a more efficient way of

producing hollow beams.

Figure 6.5: Producing LG01 using an intensity interference mask. A. Setup used

to record the mask interference pattern. Mask is then generated by computer and

laser printed at 3000 dpi on a 5 mil polyester film. B. Microscope image of the 3 ×
3 mm, order 1 mask with a 160µm period. C. Hollow beams produced by a 633-nm

TEM00 beam passing through the interference mask.

An optical hollow beam with low purity results in uncontrolled excitation of

many core and cladding modes in the fibre [35]. In order to excite a single higher-
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order mode to a high degree of efficiency (>50%), an holographic mask technique

that allows a higher degree of control over the beam order, purity, propagation and

spatial distribution was selected. To this end, a phase-only liquid crystal spatial

light modulator was used.

Encoding phase and amplitude into a phase-only filter was pioneered by Kirk

and Jones in 1971 [144]. They used a holographic technique where they encoded the

desired phase directly but used a function of the frequency carrier wave (grating)

to encode the amplitude. It worked well with analog filters but was considered un-

useable with pixelated discrete phase modulators like SLM. It was also not the most

efficient technique to transfer power into the light field. Phase-only encoding tech-

niques were regularly used with SLM and it was assumed that LG beams generated

with SLM could not achieve mode purities higher than 0.85 [145].

In 1999, Davis et al. [146] developed a technique to produce computer-generated

holograms (CGH) that would encode complex, and arbitrary, scalar light fields both

in intensity and phase using phase-only transformations without modifying the car-

rier grating phase. Following this approach, Arrizon et al. [147], [148], [149] devel-

oped highly efficient complex phase encoding algorithms by taking into account the

discrete array nature of the spatial light modulator.

From all these results, a Laguerre-Gaussian beam generation was implemented

and their approach modified using a sinusoidal grating. To generate a single beam

with as much power as possible in a single order, a blazed grating phase function

in the hologram was implemented. Here the used CGH phase encoding functions

are summarised. The mathematical details can be found in Arrizon et al. [147]. 4

CGHs were implemented to compare the formation of LG0m beams:

Type I, based on Davis et al. [146], defines the CGH phase modulation ψ as a

product of a function of the amplitude f(a) with the phase of the desired beam φ:

ψ(a, φ) = f(a(x, y)) · φ(x, y) (6.1)

To obtain a valid solution of the CGH phase function ψ, encoding the amplitude

a(x, y) and phase φ(x, y) of the desired beam, a solution to the phase-encoded am-

plitude function f(a) must be found. An effective method is to express the light field

transmitted by the hologram h(x, y) = exp(iψ) as a Fourier series in the domain of

φ. For the type I above, the q-th order Fourier coefficient solution is a sine cardinal

function: caq = sinc[q − f(a)].

Type II phase encoding function (and following III), is based on Arrizon et al.

[147]:

ψ = φ+ f(a) · sin(φ) (6.2)

Its Fourier coefficient is: caq = Jq−1[f(a)]. Where Jq is a integer order Bessel function.

For example, the desired LG01 beam will be found in the first order, q = 1, and the
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Fourier coefficient encoding its amplitude ca1 will be a zeroth-order Bessel function

J0.

Type III is:

ψ = f(a) · sin(φ) (6.3)

Its Fourier coefficient is: caq = Jq[f(a)]. Following the above example, ca1 = J1[f(a)].

We will further discuss these CGH types below, when presenting the results obtained

with the SLM.

Finally the type IV is based on Kirk and Jones [144], where it is mathematically

different to type I-III because it encodes amplitude into the grating instead of the

phase function but the encoding approach is most similar to type I because it uses

the sine cardinal function.

Fig. 6.6 plots the different functions that are composed together to obtain the

computer generated hologram as a complex construction of phase and amplitude of

a LG01 beam. The target amplitude is a function that ranges from 0 to 1 while the

phase is the characteristic helicoidal pattern of a Laguerre-Gaussian beam. In a first

order azimuthal beam, there is only a single 2π phase shift in a 360° revolution. The

carrier phase grating is a product of a blazed grating function with the target phase

of the beam, which creates a forked mask similar to the one in Fig. 6.5. The bottom

row of Fig. 6.6 is the resulting CGH projected on the SLM to produce the target

beam using algorithms types I to IV (per discussion above).

Figure 6.6: Stages into the generation of LG01 CGH mask. The top row shows the

target amplitude and phase and the blazed grating encoded with the target beam

phase. The bottom row plots the result from the processing of the target amplitude

and carrier phase grating according to one of the 4 types presented.

In order to assess the accuracy of the CGH projected on an SLM to produce a

Laguerre-Gaussian beam the mode purity of the light field must be analysed. The

mode purity is evaluated numerically by comparing the electric field amplitude with
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the theoretical beam profile desired. Ando et al. [150] compared the ability of the 4

types described above to generate a pure LG1
2 beam (see results in Fig. 6.7). They

found that types I-III generate hollow beams with mode purity between 0.92 and

0.996 for grating periods between 5 and 12 pixels with type II being generally better

across that range. Kirk’s method (type IV) yields better mode purity than type I-III

and close to 0.98 when the carrier grating period was below 5 pixels (see Fig. 6.7).

However, type IV has also poor conversion efficiency compared to the other methods.

These results show that using these types with their optimal period grating on a

SLM can produce a pure single-mode Laguerre-Gaussian beam (η > 0.99). They

also confirm that lower order beams have better mode purity generally.

Figure 6.7: Comparison of complex valued phase-only computer generated holo-

grams produced on a liquid crystal spatial light modulator. Mode purity η of beam

LG1
2 is evaluated numerically as a function of the grating period d on the SLM

measured in pixels. Figure from [150].

A spatial light modulator (HEO1080P by HoloEye, Germany, loaned by Prof.

Arrizon from INAOE, Mexico), which is a model without a high efficiency mirror

was used for this purpose. Figure 6.8 illustrates the 2D CMOS array which diffracts

the light from the incoming beam after it is transmitted by the cover glass, the

electrode and the liquid crystals.

With a zero phase shift mask, a 40% loss was measured, so that only 60% of the

input power is reflected. The phase bandwidth of the hologram as rendered by the

SLM is much lower than the pixel resolution of the SLM because of the limitation

in resolving sharp phase changes. This limitation comes from the effect of the

electric field produced by a pixel on its neighbors. Thus, phase dislocations/strong

contrasts in the hologram, as in a blazed grating implementation, lead to errors in

the rendering of the holograms by the twisted nematic liquid crystals of the display.
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Figure 6.8: Anatomy of a liquid crystal spatial light modulator showing the CMOS

array causing diffraction.

So a less efficient sinusoidal grating was used to separate the desired beam into two

equal orders (+1, -1), although only a single order was used. The best conversion to

a LG01 beam in +1 order was 24% using Prof. Victor Arrizon type II “Bessel zero”

hologram. Considering the 40% loss from the diffraction off the phase control array,

only 14% of the input beam power was transferred into the hollow beam. The SLM

had to be upgraded to a more efficient unit because of this low efficiency.

With the new SLM (model: XY Nematic Series 512 at 1064 nm by Boulder

Nonlinear Systems (BNS), Colorado, USA) much higher efficiency with a 100% fill

factor due to the high efficiency mirror was achieved which prevents diffraction

of the laser beam on the electronic CMOS array that controls the liquid crystal

orientation. This new SLM had a much higher phase bandwidth and was able to

produce high phase contrasts from one pixel to the next, which made it possible to

generate efficient blazed gratings in the hologram. Its display was 7.68 mm square

with 512 pixels for a pixel pitch of 15µm. The damage threshold for this device is

high (5W/cm2), which translates to 157 mW for a 2 mm diameter beam. However

the liquid crystal orientation can be affected by local heating due to the laser beam

power slightly below that limit.

However, this SLM was an economy “B model” which had a non-uniform liquid

crystal display. At a wavelength of 780 nm, close to 4π phase modulation across the

full modulation range of the SLM was possible. A uniform polarised illumination of

the SLM display (when it was turned off) was performed and is shown in Fig. 6.9. It

was easy to see that the display’s uneven thickness was important at this wavelength

causing destructive interference, hence the dark fringes observed in the reflected

beam. A simple solution was to limit the beam size to 3 mm and use the SLM

off-centre. A visual c# program allowed the position of the centre of the CGH to

be moved to wherever it was needed on the display for that purpose but also for

pixel-by-pixel alignment which is easier to control by software than by steering the
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beam.

Figure 6.9: Capture image of the SLM display uniformly illuminated with vertically

polarised light at 785 nm.

The BNS SLM had also an enhanced phase resolution encoding of the hologram

in 16 bits using a 24 bits RGB signal. The image was divided into 2 channels of 8

bits, where the green signal was displayed in the 8 most significant bits and the red

signal used the 8 least significant bits. Figure 6.10 shows the resulting type II LG01

16-bit greyscale CGH image converted to a 24-bit RGB image.

Figure 6.10: Comparison of a LG01 type II CGH with an 11-pixels period encoded

in a 16-bit greyscale image (left) with its 24-bit RGB conversion (right). Note the

absence of blue in the image so there is only 16-bit of data.




